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MALIHINI AND WILD HORSES

After a messy divorce, Jeff moves to Hawai’i to escape his pain and to start 

afresh. Running cannot stop the flood of emotions and memories, as he soon finds. He 

meets a beautiful young stripper who accepts him as he is, but his chronically poor self-

esteem and self image lead him to make some of the same mistakes that spelled the 

downfall of his marriage. The sexuality of the women of his life, past and present, begin 

to conflate and Jeff begins to punish himself for his frailties.
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MALAHINI

Chapter 1

It’s eleven o’clock at night and  I’m sitting alone on the edge of a p lanter in 

downtown Waikïkï, on a street name I can pronounce but probably not correctly, and  

even though there are thousands of people here, all around  me, crowding into the 

street and  the shops and  the restaurants and  the ABC stores and  the boutiques, stacked  

one on top of the other in the concrete towers all around  me, and  moving here and  

there and  walking past me on the street I am nevertheless totally alone. The street 

smells of foods and  of beer, of dark stains and  gum spots on the sidewalk, of colognes 

and  perfumes of people from around the world , and  underneath it all is the smell of the 

ocean, which is breaking in the darkness only a block or two away from me. The ocean 

is my only constant here since I know no one, and  I call no one I knew from before; I 

only sit in my rented  room for hours at a time read ing but not thinking about what is 

on the page before me, or walking along the gaudy streets and  taking in the same 

sights I’ve seen the last few weeks, or sometimes taking out my paints and  a canvas I 

bought here and  staring at the new painting I’m working on, or sometimes I just lie 

there in that same bed  and  listen to the air conditioner labor in the window and  try not 

to think too much about Rachel.

The stone of the planter is hardening beneath me, and  my body wishes only to 

move, but I want now to sit and  no longer walk. I am done with walking, I am tired  of 

seeing nothing but tourists and  tourist junk and  temporary people, and  everywhere 

you go in this city it is the same anyway, so I lean back on the planter and  look up 

through the leaves of the tree right behind  me and  most of what I see is a concrete 

tower with a crossword  puzzle pattern of light and  dark windows and  people up there 

on balconies, and  above them are low clouds coming off the Ko’olau and  heading out 
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to sea. The clouds are lit by both the moon and  the city, haloed  in white from above 

and  ignited  in orange below, and  I think they would  be very fine to paint but I cannot 

paint any more, there is no more inspiration. Something happened . Something 

happened  and  now I can only stand  in front of the canvas and  stare through the colors I 

have laid  there already. They are just patches, swirls or blotches, nothing coming into 

form yet, and  I think sometimes it is because there are no landscapes any more in my 

imagination, no more visions, and  that is yet one more thing that Rachel stole from me.

Across the street from me is a strip  club. Two large photos of beautifu l women 

decorate the sign in the front window. The windows are darkened , just black voids 

really, although I think I can see some light patterns sometimes behind  them. The neon 

around the edges is turquoise and  purple and  turns the sidewalk a sexual color. It is the 

same color as the make-up prostitu tes wear. People walk into the light from one side 

and  it changes them for a minute, and  then they pass on the other side and  the same 

again and  are gone into the night. None of these people even see me. They will be gone 

tomorrow or the day after on a plane and  their vacation will be over and  I’ll still be 

here.
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Chapter 2

On our last night together she seemed remote, untouchable, her eyes affixed  to 

something far away. I looked  at the ceiling and  felt her heat against my bare skin and  a 

Roberta Flack CD played  across the room, and  even though she held  me like she 

always had , I could  feel something else there.

“Are you comfortable?” I asked , really asking what she was thinking about.

And she said , “yes,” really saying she hates me and  is leaving me.

I lifted  my arm over her shoulder and  played  with her hair. Like I always had . 

She laid  her face against my chest and  I felt a warmth there, a wetness, and  I knew she 

was crying about something but she kept her body rigid , not sobbing like she always 

would , trying not to let me know this was the last night. 

“You thirsty or anything? Want some water?” I asked , really asking why she 

was crying.

“No,” she said , telling me my minutes were numbered  and  she knew I would  

hate her tomorrow, and  that she wanted  me to hate her.

I kissed  the back of her head  and  she rolled  over.
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Chapter 3

I walk up the steps of the strip  club before I really know I’ve decided  to go in 

there. Years ago this would  have been terrifying. Now I am only self-conscious and  I 

wish only to pass beyond  the door and  out of sight of the street. I am hit with music, 

passing into darkness. There is a man there, wanting money. That is always the way of 

it. I give him the money he wants, and  it is more than this experience is probably 

worth, and  it occurs to me I could  save that money and  some more like it and  purchase 

some real sex this night, the kind  that would  live on in my fantasies for years, but 

instead  I walk through the darkness and  there is the stage across a room of d imly-lit 

tables. On the stage is a woman on her knees, completely naked  but for a garter around  

her leg, letting a man slip  her a single dollar.

I find  a table close, but not too close, to the stage and  sit there staring at my 

hands, which are shaking, and  I am ashamed of this suddenly, that my hands should  be 

shaking in the presence of a naked  woman. I think of the many times I have been in the 

presence of naked  women before, even in the act of love with them, and  never have I 

been shaking. I wonder who it was who forbid  me to come here, who gave me these 

shaking hands.

The second  thing they want from me here is more money. The girl who comes 

to me holds a round tray with ice-filled  glasses. She is pretty, but I can see why she is 

not on the stage. She looks me in the eyes for only a second , then returns her gaze to 

the tray, to the glasses, and  I hear her ask what I want to drink and  that it will be five 

dollars, and  that there is a two drink minimum. She doesn’t want to look at me and  she 

doesn’t want me to look at her, but she is wearing a bra and  panties and  her body was 

formed to be looked  at. She knows this but hates this and  takes my money and  leaves 

me a watery soda.

On stage the woman dancing holds her crotch in the face of a Japanese man with 

a cigar. He looks too young to smoke cigars. She doesn’t care, thinking only to give 

him a thrill for his dollar. It lasts ten seconds, then she crawls farther down the bar 

which is built into the side of the stage. Her waist curves in from her hips in a perfect 

way and I find  myself visualizing kneeling behind  her, visualize her grinding her pelvis 
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into mine, ecstatic, her long hair running down her back in brown waves. Rachel loved  

it that way. When she knelt before me she became someone else entirely, it was her 

whoreness coming out, and  it would  transform her physically like a stand-in actress, a 

body double, and  I think about the photos she made me see and  I look away from the 

stage and  take a d rink.
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Chapter 4

 Soon in the early days of my new life in Waikïkï, I called  Rachel. It was late in the 

afternoon and  I was standing in a breezeway in a hotel I d id  not know. I had  wandered  

again and  worked  my way through the crowd and  had  stood  on the beach and  found  

myself then staring at a pay phone. The outer box was decorated  with a hibiscus 

pattern and  the top of the phone read , “Aloha! Thank you for using GTE.” The phone 

was black and  rounded  and  I could  see oil smeared  there from fingerprints. I lifted  it 

from the crad le and  a green LED screen panned  words across in front of me, repeating, 

“Thank you for using GTE,” then, “please d ial the number or enter a calling card  

number.” The tone was loud  in my ear. I pulled  out a piece of torn paper, crumpled  and  

folded , and  there was a number on it in my handwriting and  I hesitated  to d ial it. Rachel 

was going be there and  I wanted  only to talk to her, but something stopped  me short. I 

p laced  the receiver back on the crad le and  turned  away and  I got only a few feet then 

stopped  and  I stood  there, and  I then walked  back and  I p icked  up the receiver and  I 

typed  the number and  I d id  all of this fast and  I tried  to do it without thinking. A voice 

over the phone instructed  me to enter money and  so I d id  so and  the coins dropped  

into the slot one after the other and  then it was suddenly ringing, and  after three rings I 

decided  to hang up the phone and  then there was a click and  a man’s voice. He 

sounded  sleepy. “Hello?” he asked , and  I hung up the phone. 

Sunlight filled  the breezeway. Not far from me I could  see the end  of a 

swimming pool and a courtyard  and it was filled  with leafy plants and pink flowers and 

Birds of Parad ise and  the grey trunks of several arcing palm trees. I walked  away from 

the phone.
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Chapter 5

One of the strippers is walking toward  me. I saw her on stage a few minutes 

before. She is Asian, and  I would  guess Chinese, but I have been wrong before and  

don’t want to venture a guess anymore because it is not my place. She smiles and  pulls 

up to me and leans against the table. This is all artificial. She is not interested  in me, only 

the money she knows I possess, but still she seems warm and  flushed , and  she flips her 

hair a little the way Rachel d id  the night we first met and  she was trying to send  me 

“signals,” as she explained  later. But this woman is only asking me if I want a private 

dance.

“How much is it,” I say and  I am uncouth, but I don’t care. She doesn’t seem 

shocked  and  says, “Twenty.” But then I am not a John, I say, and  I want to blush at my 

näivete. I sip  the watery drink and  I weigh this a moment and  decide to spend  the 

money. I am suddenly feeling reckless, as if this were my last twenty dollars on this 

earth, the last bit of money I’ll spend  before I lie down and  d ie, and  all I am want to buy 

is a close-up look at pussy. I am appalled  that I want this. I should  not want this. I 

should  not be in this p lace, because I owe women more than this -- they deserve respect 

and  this is not respectful, but someone else makes me smile and  say sure and  follow her 

to the back places of the club where it is very dark.

“What’s your name?” she asks, demurely, pushing me down onto a couch. I feel 

myself stiffening, hardening in anticipation.

“Jeff.”

“I’m Kia,” she says. “Have you done this before?”

I shake my head , “No.” I have always wanted  to, and  have been to these places 

once before and  hated  myself for being there, so I avoided  personal contact with the 

dancers, but this time I want only to tell her of myself, let her know me, expose myself.

She climbs over me and  begins to move. Music plays loudly on stage but 

speakers on the walls near us bring the music fresh into this dark corner. “You like this 

song?” she asks me, running her hands over her waist. 

“Never heard  it before.”

“Really?”
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“No. Why? Is it popular?”

“How old  are you exactly?” she asks.

“You don’t really want to know, do you?”

She seems to pause for a moment, her hands lingering, and  she glances at me. 

“Of course.”

“Why?”

She smiles and  shakes her head , eyes rolling, and  says, “You’re weird .”

“Okay.”

“See? See what I mean?”

“What,” I say, looking at her eyes only, “other guys don’t ask you questions?”

“Not like this.”

“Come on.”

“No, really,” she says and  turns to the side, moving her hips. “They don’t 

usually ask questions.”

“I see. I’m thirty-two.”

“No, you’re not.”

“No, really,” I say, sitting up a little. “I am thirty-two. Just turned .”

“Happy birthday.”She dances lithely, slowly, moving her body before me.

“Well, turned  a couple months ago.”

“Happy belated  birthday.”

“How old  are you?” I ask.

“Not telling.” She turns from me, slipping off her loose shirt, and  her long, 

straight back is exposed . It is a deeper tan color than I expected , and  I wonder if it is the 

light or that her bra is so white. She lifts the shirt over her head  and  lets it d rop onto my 

legs and  the floor. She moves her hips in my face and  the music plays. “I’m twenty-

seven,” she says.

“Why did  you tell me?”

She keeps dancing, now fingering the buttons of her denim shorts. “I don’t 

know. I just wanted  to.”

She pulls off her shorts, letting them slide over her long legs and  her high heels, 

then kicks them slightly away. Her legs are taut, tensed  by the high heels. Her panties 

are as white as her bra and  fit her snugly. My gaze rolls down her waist and  across her 

butt as if in someone else’s control.

She turns to me and  steps up onto the couch and  her stomach is in my face, and  

it is smooth and  perfect, and  I want to kiss it. I am kissing Rachel’s stomach and  she is 

lying naked  in the dark bed  and  giggling, and  I can feel the smooth softness of her skin 
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across my lips and  her scent fills my nose, and  I run one hand  over her stomach and  

feel the little goosebumps there, and  feel the secret d ip  of her navel. She giggles and  her 

tummy tenses and  then I see the other men kissing her there. I look back up to Kia’s 

eyes once more.

“Where do you live?” she asks, moving down my body back to the floor. She 

turns away again and  reaches her hands around  her back feeling for her bra hook.

“Here.”

She turns her head  partially. “What, Hawai’i?”

“Yeah. Now.”

Her bra pops free and  she slides the straps from her shoulders delicately with 

her fingers and  it ends up in her left hand, and  as she faces me again she lets it fall on 

my lap and  her breasts are smooth and  smaller than Rachel’s and  shaped  like my hand  

and  her nipples are tightening. Kia runs her hand  down my thigh and  moves in close. 

Her breath is warm.

“When d id  you move here?”

I find  myself unable to answer for a moment, and  the pressure within me grows 

stead ily and  I am not in the club anymore. I am in my own bed , in my familiar 

apartment, and  it is a warm night and  I am sweating all over my body as Rachel climbs 

on top of me, taking me into her and  she is just a silhouette against the city light 

filtering in, and  everything is quiet except the sound  of our breathing. Kia’s breasts 

linger over my face and  I exhale warmly over her skin and  she runs her cheek over 

mine, then slips one finger into the waistline of her panties.

“A few weeks ago,” I say. I feel suddenly as though I have slipped  into 

manhood, that this is being a man, and  I feel more masculine now than I ever have, 

with this strange woman over me and  doing this thing for me and  as she slips off her 

panties and  her womanness is right in front of me, I think of Rachel in front of those 

men, and  I think of her pulling off her panties while they stiffen before her, and  I think 

of them taking her one by one and  her thinking the whole time of me and  how much I 

will hate her, and  my chest grows suddenly very tight and  hot.

She pauses, looking down at me. “Are you okay?” she asks, hands paused  along 

her thighs. I close my eyes and  nod . “Yeah, I’m okay.”

“What’s the matter?”

“Please. Finish,” I say. She looks at me for a moment, then continues, now 

showing more of her than before, lifting her legs and  then getting onto her knees, and  

she slides herself along my body with her face touching my chest. She breathes, and  she 

lingers, and  I am now ashamed of my reaction and  feel as though all that manhood has 
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once more been stripped  from me and  I am weak.
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Chapter 6

 I am in my room, and  it is a little room and  very dark and  high above Waikïkï. I 

have sat down on the bed , my feet hurting from another night of just walking around  

Waikïkï. I pull my shoes off and  sand  brushes off the soles and  speckles the carpet. The 

city is loud outside the window. 

You aren’t thinking of me. You are in a room, right now, maybe like this one, 

and  you are with someone else, and  he is warm and  naked  and  you are thrilling to the 

feel of his skin against yours. You aren’t thinking of me, not anymore. You are in that 

room and  I’m in this room, and  we are now thousands of miles apart and  it occurs to 

me that is why I moved  here. I wanted  to get as far away from you as I could  get, 

wanted  to put an ocean and  a continent between us, and  even now I realize it isn’t 

enough, that you are somewhere close by along with your lover. Waikïkï is stinking 

with the smell of you. I come back to my room sore from the effort of walking away 

from you because you wanted  to think you were walking away from me but you only 

succeeded  in ensuring that you would  be right behind  me always. 

I turn on the air conditioner and  it clatters to life, and  blows its cold  draught 

across my skin. Through the window I can see empty sidewalks and  lights in condos 

and  people crossing streets under orange streetlamps. Palm trees bend  over yards and  

alleys. Beyond is the dark ribbon of the canal and  beyond  that are more lights and  

more houses, more cars, more people, and  these climb the sides of the night-blackened  

Pali like a starry quilt. I d raw the curtains and  switch out the light, and  now only the 

smallest sliver of all those thousands of lights comes into the room, drawing a single 

line across the door and  extends downward  across the room to my chest. My breathing 

is d rowned out by the air conditioner.

I am on the right side of the bed . The right side is my side. The left side is empty, 

even though it is closest to the table and  the clock and  the lamp. I roll onto my left side 

and  slide my hand  across the cool sheets to the other side of the bed . My legs curl into 

the spoon position and  leave just enough room there for a body. My right hand  would  

be on your side, on your waist, on your hip , and  your skin would  be warm underneath 

my palm. Your hair would  be spread  across the pillow and  I would  bury my face in it, 
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letting it trap  the warmth of my breath. Your neck and  naked  back would  be before me 

and  I could  see your chest rising softly with each breath, your skin delicate in the d im 

light. You are in the dark with me, and  you are sleeping, and  I watch you like this for a 

long while until I sleep as well and  we both dream through the night. 
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Chapter 7

I stood  beside our bed . The sheets were rumpled . Just the night before we were 

lying there and  hold ing each other, but that day I stood  and  the afternoon sun was 

striped  across the wall and  my hands were shaking as I held  the photos Rachel left for 

me. In the top one she was in a group photo with three men and  I recognized  it as our 

apartment and  I d idn’t know any of those men. She was smiling and  there was a hint of 

cruelty to her mouth I hadn’t seen before. In the second  one, she was kneeling on her 

bed  and  they were around  her, glancing at each other and  smiling wolfishly. In the 

third  one, two of the men were helping her out of her shirt. That was as far as I got the 

first day.
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Chapter 8

It is a d ifficult thing for me to explain, but when I hear Leilani speak, I am 

confronted  like no other moment, with the gulf in our d ifferences. I listen to her 

speaking Hawaiian pidgin to her friends and it sounds so very sharp and d istinct, this 

island d ialect that I find  so indecipherable and so wonderful. She speaks this way only at 

certain times, with certain people. She is able to turn it on and  off as she needs, to blend  

in with other types of people, and  so to her it is a tool that she uses for communication, 

to show membership . It defines her. It is a link she cannot break to this p lace, Hawai’i, 

the place she considers home. It would  exist as a link even if she moved  from here. It 

would  color her d ialogue in any part of the world , pattern her thoughts. I am often 

jealous of this, especially as I watch her slip  into it in casual conversation, and I think 

how wonderful it would  be to have such a link with others, a strong link to a home. I 

have no such link. Home to me is an unknown place. I cannot trace my roots, I cannot 

point to any one area as the place that defines my existence. I am from several p laces 

and no place.

Strange and  d isturbing, I think, not having a connection with that past. Rachel 

also spoke with two voices,  for d ifferent situations. It was like a survival tactic and  it 

was incred ible to behold . This is one thing these two women I have known have in 

common. 

When I try to speak in the way Leilani does, I sound  forcibly inauthentic. I know 

it, and  they know it. I can hear it even as I speak it, and  I wish only that others would  

not see through so obvious an attempt to connect. 
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Chapter 9

We are in Hale’iwa, d ropping by to see Leona and  Bruddah Rob, and  we pull 

into the store on the Kam Highway to pick up some drinks and  snacks. It is sunny out 

here, very windy, and  as we followed the Highway through the low, broad  valley 

between the Wai’anae and  Ko’olau mountains, the sun is punctuated  with period ic and  

sudden walls of rain that blew across the cane and pineapple fields and turned  the red  

soil to blood . We stop now in Leilani’s car and  the windows are down again. The car 

shines with beads of water that catch the sun, and  we walk across the wet and  muggy 

parking lot into the store. It is very cold  in here and  refreshing.

I am struck with the d ifferences between this store and  those from the mainland . 

The stores I go to in Waikïkï are nothing. Mostly they sell junk foods and  tourist 

baubles, and  only a couple have any kind  of food  that is for more serious eating. Now I 

see that those stores are for white people. There I find  macaroni and  cheese, microwave 

pizzas, bags of Doritos, racks of wine. As I walk around  this store, so far from the 

tourist centers and  attractions, I see a few of the same items, but here there are things 

new to me, cans of locally-made ju ice, packages of somen noodles and  saimin, many 

Japanese candies, rice in huge white sacks and  a wide variety of Asian sauces, packaged 

fish with names I don’t recognize, manapuas, crackseed  bags, malasadas, tubs of lomi 

salmon. 

I move through the store and  take this all in, and  Leilani finds me and  comes up 

behind  me and  puts her arms around  my waist and  gives me a squeeze. I look around  

and  I see a big shirtless Hawaiian man in rubber slippers. I see a woman who looks 

Samoan, her hair pulled  up on her head , and  she is carrying a package of sausages and  

a carton of soda. I see a Chinese mother in a sundress and  her two young boys. I see a 

Japanese girl, and  some others of Filip ino descent and  I see no white people. I am 

suddenly very conscious of Leilani’s arms around me.
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Chapter 10

I had  to move, had  to get out, I remember realizing, and  I stretched  my arms out 

along the cool surface of my couch. My television was off and  the apartment was quiet. 

Rachel was gone. The photos she left for me lay everywhere in the bedroom. They 

stayed  there for a couple of days, untouched . 

It is over here, I said  out loud , and  the moment I said  it, it became true, and  I had  

to move from Orlando. The city squatted  beyond the closed  window and  spread  

memories out across its breast, and  I couldn’t go out into it anymore or I saw the places 

that were important to Rachel and  me and  they were all turned  sour. I needed  to get 

away and  start anew, a strange thought, and  I sat and  calculated  how this thing might 

be done. I had  some money, perhaps enough for a new start, but I had  to go far. I 

couldn’t just move to Miami or to Gainesville or even to Atlanta again. I couldn’t return 

home and  I couldn’t go north to a new climate. This was to be a very exacting process, 

and  it must be done right. There were factors to weigh. There were considerations. But 

I couldn’t stay there.

The next day I thought of Hawai’i.
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Chapter 11

The Hawaiians were here for approximately 800 years before the white man 

showed up. Before that time, they had  built a society that, while not perfect, at least 

functioned  in a form of harmony. They were star-watchers, master navigators, lovers 

and  warriors, and  then white people, white men, destroyed  all that with alcohol and  

d iseases and new plants and animals and cities and Christ. What we d id  was nothing 

short of genocide, an organized  attempt to erad icate a people and  a culture from the 

earth so we could  claim the land .

Leilani tells me this, and  I can see in her eyes that she means it. I can also see in 

her eyes that she knows perfectly well I’m white, a white man, and  I wonder every 

time what it is that allows her to forgive me of this. I lie awake on hot nights, the fan 

humming and  waving cool air across us in the bed , and  I listen to her breathing and  I 

try to figure this out but I come up short every time, only knowing that one day she 

will pause and  look at me and  I’ll be back to being another white man.
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Chapter 12

The song ends and Kia picks up her panties and  stands up. Her hair falls forward  

over her face, putting it into shadow, but I see she is looking at me. I lean my head  

back.

“Did you like it?”

“Oh yeah,” I say. “You have a real skill, here.”

“Thanks.”

“Can I ask you something?”

“Sure,” she says, picking up her bra and  flipping it over, arranging it, reaching it 

around  to fasten it.

“What is your real name?”

She pauses, arms behind  her back. Her hair conceals her face. She regards me. 

Then, she lets her hands down to her sides and  tilts her head  so her hair falls back over 

her shoulders.

“Leilani.”

“That’s a nice name.”

“Thank you. I don’t know why I told  you, but you seem okay. You were very 

well-behaved .”

“Wasn’t I supposed  to be?”

She picks up her shorts and  tugs them over her high heels. “Yes, but.”

“But what?”

The denim shorts slide up and  cover her white panties. “I’ve never had  a man sit 

on his hands before.”

“Was I doing that?”

“Yes.”

I watch her continue to get d ressed , then it hits me I need  to pay her, so I wallow 

in my pocket until I come up with a wad of cash. I count out twenty and  hand  it to her 

and  she quickly and  efficiently removes the bills in her garter belt and  adds mine. She 

backs up and  reaches out a hand .

“Help you up?”
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“Thanks,” I say, and  stand , but she doesn’t let go immediately of my hand . She 

leads me back across the room toward  where my drink has been cleared  from the table 

and  I sit lamely back down. The hardness in me is subsid ing but I still feel some sort of 

pressure.

“Mind if I sit with you?” Leilani asks, and  I say, “Of course not,” and  she takes 

the chair opposite. On stage is a tall and  thin blonde woman. Her bones ju t under her 

pale skin. She is shaven and  the men seem to like this. I look instead  at Leilani, who 

crosses her legs and  begins to wiggle nervously.

“Are you from here?” I say lamely, trying to get the conversation back onto the 

vibe it was on before.

“Kind  of. I was born in the Phillip ines, but I’m mostly Hawaiian. Got some 

Vietnamese in me as well. And my grandfather was from Thailand .”

“And the Hawaiian?”

“That goes back a little farther. We’re mixed  in a little bit. I’m not sure where it 

comes from, though -- all I know is one of my ancestors came here from Vietnam.”

“Is that unusual?”

She shrugs. “How about you?”

“You know, Caucasian. English, French, whatever.”

“Don’t you know?”

“Not really, no.” This answer seems to puzzle her a little.

“Where d id  you grow up?” she asks.

“Oregon. Portland  area. Nice, but it’s a little too rainy and  cold  so I had  to get 

out of there once I was twenty. I moved  to Atlanta where I went to college, blah blah 

blah.”

“What, you don’t want to tell that story?”

“No, not that, just that it’s kind  of a boring story.”

“I’ll be the judge of that.”

I raised  my eyebrows at this, then shrugged . “Okay, then.”
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Chapter 13

I moved  to Atlanta because I wanted  something d ifferent in my life. I was tired  

of the rain and  the rivers and  the fog and  the music and  all the white people. This was 

something I never told  anyone, even myself, but I can look back at it now and  see it 

p lainly. Atlanta was a jolt. I felt like I had  been plunged into an alternate country, a 

Twilight Zone America where everything was basically just as I had  remembered  it, 

only with more sun, less mountains, and  a lot more black people. I had  never been to a 

public place before where I was nearly the only white person in sight. It took me a few 

months to ad just, and  I stayed  to myself in college, but I found  it was hard  to open 

myself to southern black people because they were all angry: about the cooling embers 

of segregation, about police profiling, about being in the media only when cast into the 

same roles as entertainer, clown, sports star, or criminal. They were angry at white 

people. I was white people.

But it wasn’t a d irect thing. I never heard  one hostile word  d irected  toward  me, 

but I could  feel it nonetheless. It was amazing to me and  I began to get a very clear 

picture of a perspective I had  only heard  about before, that black people always feel this 

way in our country. I started  to grow very aware of my race when in public.

This type of thought became some sort of p leasure to me, and  I never tried  to 

understand why. There were times I could  tell Rachel felt it was artificial, and  so this 

would  redouble my efforts to prove I was unlike other white people, that I was a friend  

and  ally to people of other races, and  this meant that I denied  what race I was. I came to 

rely on this denial. It was a powerful thing, and  it kept me from myself. 
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Chapter 14

The waters off Kualoa were sacred  in ancient times. They were kapu. Sailors 

passing in canoes were required  by the law to lower their sails before the winds until 

they had  passed  Kualoa, passed  the northerly projection into the sea. When victims had  

been selected  to be sacrificed  at the heiau in the pali looming overhead , they were 

waded  out into the waters and  drowned , their bodies then taken up the slopes to the 

sacred  soil. Yet a condemned man could  be purged  if he walked  onto the soil of Kualoa, 

freed  from the burden of shame or of crime. This was in ancient days, when Hi’iaka 

battled  the great mo’o and  cast his dead  body into the sea to create Mokoli’i island .

Liliana tells me these things, stories of the island , of her rocks or stretches of sand  

or sheer cliffs, tells me these things as we pass them sometimes, and  I sit beside her and  

crane my neck to look out the window at these places. I sometimes try to imagine them 

as they once were, before Cook’s arrival, before the influx of white folk changed  

everything, but it is d ifficult to do, because everywhere I look I see the evidence of that 

invasion. It is written on every square foot of land  on this island . The road  past Kualoa 

is littered , and  the stretch of land  fronting the mountains is shaved  into a flat p lane of 

sod  and planted  trees and sculpted  beach. Only the cliffs above are still virgin.
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Chapter 15

In my memory Rachel is crying. She is on her side in the bed , facing away from 

me, and  is very silent. I’ve seen her this way before and  I know what to look for. Her 

chest is rising fitfu lly for breath and  her arms are bent over her face. I roll onto my side 

as well, facing her, our bodies spooned  together in the darkness. I want to put my arm 

around her, and  I lift it, but my hand  stops near her hips and  I hold  there, afraid  

perhaps, and  my palm is so close to her dark, naked  skin I can feel warmth coming off 

it. But I relax my arm in the space between us on the bed , and  I ask, “What’s wrong, 

honey?”

She doesn’t respond , and  I begin to think she doesn’t mean to, but then she says, 

“How can you ask me that?” and  her voice is hoarse with tears. 

“It has nothing to do with you, Rachel. I’m just... not feeling it really right now, 

not tonight.”

This thing I say starts her hitching with voiceless sobs, each one a hiccup and 

then she breathes in and  sobs some more. I am quiet and  bewildered . I sit up partially, 

propped  up on one arm and  suddenly I find  I am angry. A rage burns up in me and  I 

feel contempt for her, this manipulative bitch in front of me crying because I do not 

want to have sex with her right now, at this hour, that of course this must mean I 

despise her or find  her undesirable, or -- worse -- that I am secretly harboring a cruel 

intention to deny her the baby she wants and  begs for, and  my abstinence on this night 

is me proving to her that it never shall be. My hand  makes a fist and  I squeeze hard  

enough to feel pain in my knuckles and  then I roll over and  climb out of bed .

She doesn’t move. “Where are you going?” she asks, quietly, wavering. 

“Nowhere, God damn it. I just can’t stand this bullshit, Rachel. What is this all 

about?”

I can almost hear her searching for the words, shocked  by my motion into finally 

telling me her secret heart. At last she says, “I’m suffocating.” 

“’Suffocating?’ Just because I don’t want to have sex right now?”

“No!” She turns enough to look at me for a moment. “You don’t listen to me. 

You never do.” She slumps back down and  sniffs and  rubs her nose. “Jeff, can’t you tell 
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something is wrong? Things haven’t been the same with us lately. Not for a long time. 

And it’s like... every time I try to talk to you about it I get the same thing: you don’t see 

it, I’m overreacting, whatever. I just think you don’t want to see it. But we don’t talk 

that much any more, not like we used  to. I can’t bring anything up with you. It’s as 

though you’re withdrawing more and  more from me every day.”

“I just...” I say, starting to say something in defense, but I have nothing to say.

“Sex is only part of it, Jeff. I feel like I’m alone most of the time, even when 

we’re together. Especially when we’re together.”

“And what am I supposed  to do with that?”

“Don’t do anything with it, Jeff, just listen. Listen to me, for once. I’m trying to 

tell you how I feel, that there’s something really wrong with our relationship  and  it 

needs to be addressed . We can’t continue like we are.”

I come over and  sit back down on the bed .
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Chapter 16

On the stage, a black woman is doing her set, pulling off her bra and  hold ing one 

arm over her breasts while she dangles the bra by one strap. The music is a throbbing 

rap and  I can barely hear the words over the bass beat. Lights around  the ceiling blink 

red  and  blue with every beat.

Leilani leans over the table and  rests her arms across it, her hands very near 

mine. For a moment her fingers extend  and  touch my hand , then she folds them 

together. Her arms are slender and  light, and  her skin looks like porcelain in the low 

light. Her hair d rifts over one eye but she is watching me closely and  I look away from 

her back to her hands. 

“I have to do my set, soon, Jeff. It’s been a couple of hours, so I’m due back on 

stage. They’ll call my name in a few minutes.”

“Okay,” I say. “I’ll stick around a while longer.”

“When I come back I won’t be able to keep talking to you.”

I look at her quietly, hoping for an explanation.

“Don’t get me wrong, it’s been great talking with you, but if I’m seen with only 

one customer for too long, I’ll get in trouble.”

Customer.

“You’re right. And I wouldn’t want you to get in trouble.”

“Hard  enough to work here, anyway, without getting on Bill’s bad  side. I can’t 

afford  to have to pay for hours he doesn’t consider work. Gotta keep the tips flowing.”

I nod  again. Then,“Can I ask you something?”

“Sure,” she says, just preparing to stand . She leans forward , one hand  on the 

edge of her seat, the other on the table. Her white blouse hangs open, an invitation.

“Listen, I don’t normally do this kind  of thing, but I’ve had  a great time talking 

to you tonight. I haven’t met anyone in this city yet as real as you, and  I don’t want to 

just have that be over. I want to continue talking with you.”

A look comes over her, her expression fad ing a moment to be replaced  with 

something, a d istance, and  her eyes move away from mine out to the club and  work is 

back in her eyes and  suddenly she is a dancer and  I am just a customer, no better than a 
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john, and  she is afraid  all I want from her is her body. 

“I know what you’re probably thinking I’m saying, but I’m really not, I just... I 

want to keep talking to you, that’s all, get to know you. There’s so much more to you 

than Leilani the dancer, and  I want to know what those things are.”

She lowers herself back onto the chair, removes her hand  from the edge of the 

table, and  flips her hair over her shoulder. She is now looking at me very closely, and  

her eyes stay on mine while the air pulses in rhythm and  light and  I want to look away 

from the intensity of that stare but somehow am motionless before it. She is analyzing 

me at this moment. She is looking for sex in my eyes. Inside I cringe, knowing she will 

certainly see it because this is a thing I cannot hide. I want her in my bed , I want her 

body against mine, on mine. I want to feel her skin and  to have her hair touching my 

chest and  to have her hands run along the skin of my legs and  stomach. She could  fill 

the cold  blank spot on the left side of the bed  with her body and  I could  hold  her there 

all night afterward  and  feel her long straight hair across my chest and  I could  hold  my 

hand across her stomach and  we would  sleep like that as the night passed  around us. I 

hold  my breath hoping she won’t see these things in my eyes, or if she does see them, 

she will see them the way I see them, as a desirable thing, a connection and  not an 

exploitation. 

She breaks her gaze to glance back toward  the bar, just for a moment, then she 

looks back at me. The music changes. The black woman on stage stru ts to a wad  of bills 

on the stage and  stuffs them in her garter, then gathers her bra and  panties where they 

were d iscarded.

“The club closes at four. Will you still be up?” she asks. 

I nod , not understanding.

“I’ll see you right out front, then?” she asks, but doesn’t wait for an answer, and  

instead  stands and  walks through the crowd. I watch her go and  before she reaches a 

black door on the far side of the stage, she pauses to look back across the heads of the 

men between us and  she sees me still watching her and  she smiles just a little and  then 

she walks through the door and  is gone.

My drink is no more than water, now. I sip  it without noticing and  watch the 

next dancer emerge onto the stage. She is blonde, and  wears a plaid  miniskirt and  a 

white blouse that is unbuttoned  in the front, only tied  into a knot across her white bra. 

Her hair is done in pigtails. She is very beautiful, but now I see only Leilani. I look at the 

ice at the bottom of my glass and  I realize I don’t wish to see Leilani on stage, now, that 

I only want to see her as a regular person. I leave the drink unfinished  and  walk back 

through the darkened  crowd and  out of the club.
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Chapter 17

The tattoo parlor is decorated  with photos of tattoos, shot fresh after the 

moment of inception. I see color photographs of arms with zig-zag band  patterns, 

dolphins and  turtles, stylized  sharks, roses and  butterflies, circular patterns. One man’s 

bare chest has a great polygon of alternating black triangles. A woman’s naked  breast 

shows a hibiscus and  a turtle and  both are purple and  behind  them is a Hawaiian Flag. 

A barrel-chested  man has his back turned  to the camera and  across its expanse are the 

words “Hawaiian Pride” in a complex Old  English script. I see ankles and forearms and 

necks and  lower backs and  I even see a thumb pulling down a waistline to expose the 

folds of a vulva and  a tiny Chinese dragon.

To my right the tattoo artist leans in close and  holds his stylus against my skin. 

The machine looks to me like an airbrush and  a calligrapher’s pen. It hums loudly and  

vibrates against my arm and  I can see the black weals appearing there. He pauses to 

rub some blood  from the surface of the skin with a white cloth. My head  swims and  I 

feel as though I can’t breathe.

Beyond him, standing beside the chairs in the waiting area is Leilani. She smiles 

at me and  waves. She is looking at posters of “flash” on the wall. Beneath her shirt is 

her tattoo, and  I saw it there the first time as she stripped  for me, a turtle shape with a 

Hawaiian Flag, and  she told  me it was a honu and  that it was her ‘aumakua. I have no 

‘aumakua. I am ancestorless. My line is forgotten, end ing where America begins. Her 

line is ancient, a thread  tracing back through wars and  sugar and  colonies and  whales 

and  far beyond into an unseeable past. I envy this in her. The honu swims always in her 

and  it keeps her line alive and  I can see the spirit this heritage gives her, even if she 

can’t see it herself yet, and  I want to feel that same connection. I have only guessed  

family lines, a few notes scrawled  on the front page of my grandmother’s Bible, a 

generic and  enigmatic family name, blond-brown hair, skin the color of milk.
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Chapter 18

I lie on my back and  Leilani rests her head  on my chest and  I ask her about these 

things, and  she tells me without raising her head , without ceasing to caress my bare 

chest with her hand . I look down and  see her fingers and  they are tan against my skin 

and  in the dark I look like I’ve been bleached , I look unhealthy. She tells me that 

Captain Cook was the first recorded  white man to arrive in the Hawaiian Islands, and  

he found  a culture that was already hundreds of years strong and  thriving. The 

Hawaiians thought he and  his crew were gods. They appeared  over the horizon of an 

unmappable ocean in a ship so vast and  complex as to seem mystic in origin. Their skin, 

even under the influence of the sun, was paler than any seen by the Polynesians, and  

they spoke a language previously unheard . These strangers were mysterious and  

magical, and  then they sailed  again to the horizon and  d idn’t return for several years. 

When Cook and  his crew again made landfall in Hawai’i, they arrived  in the middle of 

the annual Makahiki festival and  found the Hawaiians in a state of celebration. They 

were welcomed and  feasted  and  sexed , but this time they overstayed  their welcome, 

continuing to remain moored  in the bay long after the festival came to an end . They 

were untrusting of the Hawaiians, and  even though fascinated  with them, considered  

them savages.

She tells me the Hawaiians killed  Captain Cook and  some of his crew over a 

borrowed boat, one he claimed  had  been stolen, and  when he opened  fire on the 

angered  Hawaiians they slaughtered  him in the shallows of the harbour and  drove the 

ship  from their shores. This was the first time the Hawaiians would  fight back for their 

ways, and  also the last time they would  do so without reprisals. 

She also tells me about d isease. Fighting back was useless, because d iseases had  

already been introduced , and  the Hawaiians had  no natural exposure. The next 

centuries would  bring a solent genocide, she tells me, and  the Hawaiians would  d ie off 

in record  numbers to syphilus, influenza, leprosy. These are things white men brought 

to Hawai’i. This was the record  of contact.
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Chapter 19

The street is beginning to empty out and  I’m sitting on the same planter where I 

sat before and  watching the door of the club. The neon is still lit, although I can no 

longer hear any music coming from within. It has been a while since the last straggling 

men came out and  vanished  into the night, some pausing to talk to prostitu tes lingering 

outside. Now there are only two prostitu tes left, a blonde in a tight p ink dress and  the 

other a black woman in shorts. They both glance my d irection every now and  then. 

The door opens and  a few women come out of the club. Even though I recognize 

them, they look d ifferent now, dressed  in street clothes and  not bikinis or tank tops or 

catsuits. They are wearing jeans and  T-shirts, simple sundresses, buttoned  blouses. With 

them are two men, the bouncers, who stand  beside the door and  watch the girls. The 

other dancers d isperse into the night, a couple of them pausing to talk and  laugh, and  

then Leilani comes out of the door and  she is wearing a loose white T-shirt and  black 

shorts and  her hair is pulled  back and  she is wearing sneakers. She carries a backpack in 

one hand , and  as she passes the girls in front of the door, she smiles at them and  waves 

and  slips the backpack over one arm and  stops by the street corner to look both 

d irections. I stand  up from the planter, and  I think she will see me now, but she is 

looking a d ifferent d irection down the street and  running her fingers along the hem of 

her shirt and  she looks nervous to me. I have started  to wave, but stop and  stand  there, 

motionless, wondering now if she is afraid  to be seen, hoping I’m not here, gauging 

whether she can dash to her car on one of these side streets and  escape this encounter 

she regrets agreeing to. I continue to watch her. She looks the other d irection and  for a 

second  I think surely she’s seen me, but she stays where she is, looking intently among 

the sparse crowd. A car passes slowly and  someone inside says something to her. She 

doesn’t reply and  they speed  on. Leilani walks back to the boucners and  speaks to them 

briefly and  they shake their heads. She walks away and  takes another look down the 

block and  then sits down on the curb.

I move from where I’m stand ing and  walk across the street toward  her. When 

she sees me a strange look passes her eyes for a moment, then she stands and  

shoulders her backpack. She smiles.
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“There you are,” she says.

“Sorry about that. Have you been out here long?”

She shakes her head . “No, we just got out a minute ago. One sec.” She turns and  

waves to the bouncers. One of them is talking to the group of girls, but the other is 

watching me. He smiles and  waves and  we start walking.

“Are you hungry?” I ask. 

“No. I never eat after work. I usually just go home and  go to bed .”

It is strange, talking to her now. She seems transformed. I glance at her legs as 

we walk, and  they are taut, smooth, but not the same legs. I recognize the curves under 

her clothes but they now are someone else’s curves.

“You tired , then? Do you want to go home? We could  always just meet up 

tomorrow somewhere, you know, get some lunch or something.” My words hang in 

the air for a moment and  I can tell she is thinking. 

“Where do you live?” she asks. She looks up from the sidewalk toward  the ranks 

of condos overhead . The moon squats between two of them.

“Not far. It’s right down there. You see that street light? The ‘Polynesian 

Princess.’”

She glances at me as I say this. Her eyes narrow and  she looks back down at the 

sidewalk, then looks back at me and  I see a sadness there that I can’t p lace but it 

suddenly scares me. She is beside me but alone. We are two d istinct people, walking 

alone but in the same d irection. I want to feel a connection with her, suddenly, even 

more strongly than I d id  in the club, I want to make her feel like she is cared  for and  is 

not alone, and  I realize I want this because I want someone to do this for me. I want 

someone to put their body close to me and  let our skin touch and  to talk with me about 

the things I’ve seen and  felt and  let time pass together. As I think these things I touch 

my left hand  with my right and  feel the ring finger there and  my fingers want to play 

with the ring but it is gone, only smooth and  empty skin there now, but my fingers 

form around the missing ring and  play with it. I pulled  it off only two days earlier down 

at the beach, late in the night as Waikïkï slept. I walked  from the sidewalk out along the 

sand  and  the ocean rolled  onto the slope beneath my feet and  I walked  along the stones 

of the breakwater until I reached  the end  and  I stood  there, water rolling on all sides of 

me. I looked  at the night ocean and  the moon was over me in an empty sky and  I 

thought of being there under d ifferent circumstances, a d ifferent life, maybe walking 

this beach at this time but with Rachel. And I thought of her and  I thought of my ring, 

and  I p laced  my hand  over it and  felt it hard  there and  warm and  I thought of her 

placing it on my finger at the ceremony and  she smiled  then but the smile struck me as 
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a plan coming through and  I thought of her on her knees with another man behind  her, 

fucking her, and  another man in front of her, and  I thought of her coming home from 

work, or on a trip  together, or just coming into the room and  getting ready for bed  and  

her body next to mine. I thought of all these times at the same moment and  I wanted  to 

keep feeling them in this way but each one led  inevitably back to the same image, the 

image from the last photo in the pile, and  I felt as if something in me changed  physically 

each time, and  I felt it deep in my chest and  I twisted  the ring on my finger until it came 

off and  I cocked  my arm back with the ring between my thumb and  finger and  I threw 

it as hard  as I could  throw it and  I fell off balance and  landed  on my hands and  knees on 

the stones and  I sat there a moment. I heard  the ring hit the water and  then a wave 

rushed  over the stones and  over my hands and  soaked  my legs. I stood  back up and  

looked  out across the water, then, and  the ring was off my finger and  I felt the skin 

there cool suddenly against the air. 

I think of that moment now and  feel the skin where the ring encircled  it and  it 

feels like virgin skin. Leilani is beside me, and  we are before my apartment, and  I let go 

of my finger to open the door for her and  we move inside into the lobby. It smells of 

Pine Sol and  floor wax. Three identical couches face a table and  there is a pamphlet 

stand  near the front desk, each pamphet colorfully advertsing shows, tours, cruises. We 

pause at the elevator and  I touch the button and  Leilani turns to me. I realize she has 

been talking, and  now she looks at me and  her lips are pressed  together and  very wet, 

as if she has been licking them, and  I lean in close to her and  feel her breath on my face 

and  I touch my lips to hers. She tenses up for a moment and  her arms raise and  she 

grips my arms, and  I fear she is about to push me away but her fingers only pause 

there and  her lips open a little and  she kisses me softly. I let my lips press against hers 

and  I feel them full against mine and  warm, and  then she lowers her hands to my waist 

and  she kisses more firmly and  her eyes close and  I hear her breathe out slowly. 

The elevator d ings and  we break only to step inside, and  as the door slides shut, 

she turns to me again and  I raise my hand  to her chin, let it contour to the shape of her 

jaw, her neck, and  I pull us back together and  we kiss again, and  then the elevator 

surges to a stop at my floor and  we are at my door and  I unlock it and  we enter the 

coldness and  darkness and  I see her only clearly for a moment as the light from the 

hallway fills the room, and  she drops her backpack to the floor and  reaches for me and  

then it is dark again. Now she is only a silhouette to me against the d im window. In the 

darkness she runs her hands over my arms and  moves them onto my chest and  as she 

caresses my chest I inhale and  I feel my chest swell. We are kissing again and  she is 

against me and  in the darkness her body feels more real than the room and  the 
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build ing and  the city. A warmth comes off her I can feel on my exposed  skin. She slides 

her hands along my stomach then around  my waist and  she pulls me in close to her and  

our bodies press together tightly and  our mouths stay joined  and  our kissing becomes 

heated  and  all my attention focuses on this and  I feel my skin humming and  electrified .

She breaks away for a moment and  I hear her breathing, and  I can d imly see her 

in front of me and  she touches the front of my shirt and  I feel her unbuttoning it, her 

fingers playing with each button and  I feel it come away from my skin. She pulls it 

down my arms and  her face strays near my chest. I feel her breath on my hair there 

and  she is kissing it, running those lips over my breast and  down and  then she pulls off 

her own shirt and  I help  her with it, lifting it from her raised  arms and  I d rop it on the 

floor. Her white bra seems to glow in the faint light. I reach around  her body and  feel 

her skin against the inside of my arms. Her body fills my arms and  my hands meet in 

back and  I pinch the bra apart and  it falls forward . I let it d rop off her shoulders and  

past my arms and  then her breasts are against me, and  I feel them small and  firm and  

they are as I remembered  them, but now they seem demystified  and  made everyday as 

if brought into reality from fantasy, but this strikes me as a wonderful thing. 

I run my lips down her chin and  her neck and  onto those breasts and  I kiss them 

and  then take the nipple into my mouth and  I hear her gasp and  her breath hitch. Then 

she puts her hands around my shoulders and  I feel her pull me and  we step backward  

and  sink onto the bed . She pauses to kick off her shoes, then she rolls onto her back and  

slides away from the edge and  I climb over her and  lean down and  kiss the length of 

her body, working from her chest along her arms and  then onto her stomach. I feel her 

skin gathering goose bumps in the cold  air. I pause at her waist line and  she tucks her 

thumbs under her shorts and  pushes them down until I see the line of her panties. I grip  

her shorts in both hands and  pull them down along her knees and  off her legs. She 

trembles under me, her legs twitching. I kiss her legs and  touch every inch of her skin 

with my lips, up her thighs, then I stop at her panties. She is musky and  warm and  I feel 

within me a thrill that seems to come from deep within my chest and  send  lines 

outward  along my blood  veins. I grip  the band  of her panties with my fingers and  pull 

it down and  it slides off and  even though it is very dark she looks as I remembered , 

trimmed and  rounded , but now she somehow looks touchable, like she is a real thing, 

and  this part of her has become special in an earthy way, and  I feel suddenly endeared  

to her as if she has lost her angelhood and  is now mortal and  delicate. 

I pause to touch her there lightly with my lips, and  I hear her breathe again and  

she touches my head  with her hands. I p lease her there and  she runs her fingers into 

my hair and  sometimes grips it and  sometimes strokes it, and  her fingers feel light and  
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airy through my hair. She soon begins to tighten, her body tensing, and  I hear her 

breathing become more hurried  and  then there is a pause and  she lets go of me and  

grips her thighs and  her pussy and  I hear her voice catch quietly and  she makes only 

one small sound . Then she eases back and  sighs and  she lies like that a moment and  I 

continue to kiss her, and  then she pulls me up and  over her and  I stop there. I feel 

myself straining toward  her, yearning to press into her, but I pause and  am panting and  

she watches me in the darkness.

“I don’t have anything,” I say, and  she is quiet.

“It’s okay, “ she says, finally, and  I feel her hands around my waist and  she pulls 

lightly at me, wanting me to enter. 

I stay where I am. “No,” I say, and  shake my head . “No, we can’t do that. We 

can get something later.”

“I want you in me, Jeff.”

“I want that, too.”

“Please.”

“Leilani, we can’t. I can wait. I d idn’t think anything like this was going to 

happen, so I d idn’t buy anything. I can wait, though.”

She moans and  turns her head  away and  I wait for her to respond , and  she stays 

still, breathing, her hand  across her stomach. The dark seems lessened , now, and  her 

skin is pearl in the d imness. Her black hair is a void  against the dark sheets. She turns 

back to look at me and  nods and  she pulls me down beside her and  I lie there for a few 

minutes and  I am so hard  I feel as though my body is straining to push through my 

erection, but I instead  run my hands over her stomach and  our hands join there and  

they touch for a moment and  then her fingers slide between mine and  we interlace 

fingers and  our hands rest on her stomach. It rises and  falls with each breath. 

I want to speak but there are no words, and  the air now feels solid  but fragile 

and  to speak would  be to break it. Instead , I shift my body onto my back and  she rolls 

over to lay her head  on my chest and  she runs her hand  across my chest and  lets her 

hand  rest there. My arm is behind  her and  I touch her hair with my fingers and  I kiss 

her forehead  and  we lie like that, breathing, and  eventually we sleep.
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Chapter 20

Leilani climbs out of bed  and  I roll over, but her act of rising has awakened  me 

enough that I open my eyes. The curtains are d rawn over the window but the sun is 

pouring into the room around  the edges. It is early morning. I roll onto my back and  

look at Leilani. She has stood  and  is bending down to pick up her clothes.

“Are you leaving?”

“I have to.”

“You can stay.”

“No, I do have to go.” She pauses, and  turns around  partially to look at me. Her 

long straight hair is ratted  from sleep and  her face is ruddy, but seeing her like this, in 

sunlight and  still naked , her realness is again strong to me. 

“It isn’t you, Jeff. I have class.”

“Class? Like school?”

She nods and  slips on her panties. In one moment she is hidden from me. “I take 

afternoon classes and  I still have to get home for my things.” She fits her bra over her 

breasts and  reaches behind  her to hook it together. “You don’t have a car, by any 

chance?”

“No.”

“Well, my car is at home so I’ll have to take the bus. But I have to leave now to 

catch it.” She glances over at the clock by my bed  and  I see her making mental 

calculations: routes, transfers, connections. She tugs on her shirt and  looks at me while 

she pulls her hair up and  straightens it. “I don’t usually do that, you know.”

“I know.”

“I’m not a slu t.”

“I know.”

“And I’m not a prostitu te.”

“I know.”

“Where I worked  before there were many girls like that and  I never will do that. 

I won’t have sex with men for money.”

I sit silently and  look at her. She is still for a moment and  then climbs into her 
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pants. “I’m sorry,” she says.

“Don’t be.”

“Not about that.”

“You haven’t done anything wrong, Leilani.”

She glances at me when I say her name and  I see something there. Again she 

stops to regard  me and  I am propped  up on the bed  and  there is a moment of silence 

and  then she asks, “If I give you a number, will you call it?”

“I don’t have a phone,” I say, then realize this sounds like a blow-off, so I 

continue. “But I can call you from where I usually make my calls. There’s a phone kiosk 

in a hallway near the pool in the Queen Emma hotel right near the beach. It’s near here, 

and  it’s pretty quiet.”

She is clothed , now, and  I am still naked , and  she leans over me on the bed  and  

places one knee near my side. Her hair falls forward  over me. She kisses me and  I lift 

myself into it for a moment, and  then she pulls away and  stands. 

“Jeff,” she begins, then looks down and  says nothing more. Instead , she pushes 

her hands through her pockets until she finds a paper, a receipt, and  she takes a pen 

from the table and  writes a number. She hands it to me and  I take it, and  then she goes 

to the door and  she opens it and  then she is gone.
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Chapter 21

My painting has sat for almost two weeks untouched , and  now I stand  before it, 

arms folded  before me, looking over the streaks of color I left there when I first came 

to Waikïkï, the bare suggestions of scenery I brushed  across the canvas before I set 

down my paints and  oils, and  now the canvas is open to me again. The sunlight comes 

in through the open curtains and  falls across the floor and  in the natural light the colors 

seem revived . 

I lift the painting and wipe dust from its surface, and  stand  it upright on a rickety 

easel. I arrange the paints on the table before me, taking each out and  laying it in order, 

red  through blue to purple, a rainbow, and  I take out my thin brushes and  I lay them 

beside, and  I pour some thinner into a cup and  I look now at my canvas and  there are 

shapes there in my vision that are not on the canvas, and  I stare closely at it and  let the 

shapes come together. They are ind istinct, untouchable. I unscrew a jar of primer and  

take a fat brush and  I smear primer over the colors and  forms already on the canvas, 

and  I cover these up slowly and  I am starting over.
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Chapter 22

I am standing by the phone. It is late afternoon, and  my shorts are gritty with 

sand  from sitting on the stone breakwater at the beach. My skin feels warm and  tight 

and  burned . I am hold ing the paper with Leilani’s number, and  I am wondering if it is 

too early to call her, wondering if I would  appear too eager or too lonely or too 

dangerous. I might appear a stalker, just another man who met a woman in a strip  club 

and  fooled  himself into thinking she thought he was special. But she handed  me the 

paper, and  she asked  me to call her, and  so I p ick up the receiver and  my hand  pauses 

over the buttons and  I listen to the d ial tone. It is a moment of safety, the last moment 

before I take a risk and  call her, and  I hold  on to it for as long as I can, and  then I d ial 

the number before the tone cuts off and  I listen to it ring.

A click, then a man’s voice. “Hello?”

I am silent for a second, then I realize I must speak. “Is Leilani there?” I ask.

“Who is this?” The man speaks with a low and gruff voice, in a thick local accent.

“It’s Jeff.”

“Don’t know no Jeff.”

“Leilani will know who I am. Put me on.”

I hear a rustle and  thump, and  think he has hung up the phone, but then I hear 

muted  voices and  some more sounds and  I realize Leilani is there and  they are talking. 

Another moment, then I hear her breath as she takes the phone.
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Chapter 23

Leilani comes to pick me up in Waikïkï the same afternoon after I call her. I wait 

for her outside my apartment, and  I find  myself pacing and  sick with anxiety, and  I look 

closely at the ground and  all the details there to d istract myself until a dark green car 

pulls up nearby and  honks. Leilani leans over to unlock the passenger door. She looks 

as I remember her, and  for some reason I am surprised  at this. I expect her to look 

d ifferent every time I see her, to have been somehow transformed  into someone less 

than she is, to have her real self revealed  before me, but she is unchanged . She is 

wearing sunglasses and  her hair is pulled  back and  she is wearing a tan blouse 

unbuttoned  halfway down. She waves for me and  I step into the car and  she leans over 

to hug me and  I put my arm around  her, and  then she pulls back from me just enough 

to kiss. Her lips are soft and  for a moment we are in the darkness again and  I feel her 

body pressed  against me, and  then she settles back into her seat and  pulls off her 

sunglasses and  her eyes are light brown and  beautifu l.

“I’m glad  you called ,” she says.

“Of course I was going to call. Were you afraid  I wouldn’t?”

She looks away out beyond  the car, beyond  the street. A pause. “Sorry about 

Kanoa. He is very protective of me sometimes. He doesn’t like when other guys call 

the house.”

“Who is he?”

“A friend .” She pulls the car away from the curb and  we drive through Waikïkï 

and  out across the canal into the the neighborhood  of McCully. We take the H1 to the 

Pali Highway and  from there climb into the mist-shrouded  canyons and  forests of the 

Ko’olau. As we drive, I watch the houses turn to trees as the land  turns steeper and  the 

sun is blocked  by the perpetual wreath of cloud . Rain begins to tick in fat d rops on the 

windshield  and Leilani turns on the wipers and  soon the car is awash in a heavy rain. 

The mountains continue to rise above the highway, great arcing walls of dead  volcanic 

rims and  cones, stripped  with wind  and  rain into furrowed, curved  forms. The 

manmade tunnel in the center is dark and  intimate. As we enter and  the light d ims, we 

are deep inside the island , in her private, inner body. Her stone is bare and  smooth. We 
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are under her weight, pressed  down under centuries of rock, passing down through 

layers older than our bloodlines.

Beyond her, the highway leads us down out of the stark pali to the turquoise 

waters of Kane’ohe. We follow the road  along the waterline around  the north shore, 

passing docks and  stretches of forest, unused  beaches, groups of locals walking along 

the road  with buckets of ‘opihi, jeeps full of white tourists, white houses on stilts and  

simple churches and tiny clusters of build ings, and after a time Leilani pulls the car off 

the road  into a d irt lot and  we step out under the trees. The ocean beats against a wall 

of rocks nearby, crumpling loudly, and  the wind  blows hard  across the surf stinging my 

eyes with salt spray. Leilani pulls her hair out of her ponytail and  it blows freely. We 

walk over a barrier of white coral stones and  down the grassy sand  to a white beach. 

The water here is a mottled  blue, turning darker far out from shore, and  beyond  even 

that I see a white line of d istant breakers on a coral reef. The waves are d iminished  by 

them, and  here roll smoothly across the gritty sand  and  wash bare the mounds of 

stones. Breaking the horizon is a squat, conical island  not far offshore, a pyramid  of 

weathered  volcanic stone and  trees. 

“Where is this?” I ask.

Leilani takes my hand  and  we walk along the sloped  beach toward  a cement 

breakwater, a line of concrete A-frames pitted  with erosion. Tiny crabs scuttle along 

their surface, slipping back into the waters as waves roll over them. 

“This is Kualoa. I love this p lace. My family used  to come out here sometimes to 

fish or picnic. My brother and  I used  to swim over to Mokoli’i and  swim back.”

“The island?”

She nods. She kicks off her flip-flops and  wades into the water. It gets deep fast, 

coming up to her knees. She holds out a hand  and  I take it to support her, and  she kicks 

through the wavelets that roll over her legs. 
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Chapter 24

 

“I want you to meet some people,” Leilani says and  she stands beside me and  

leans against the railing and  our hands touch. “They’re good  friends of mine. Go way 

back. A couple of them, anyway. You’ve already talked  to Kanoa; he’s a friend  of mine 

from high school back in my ‘Ewa Beach days. He’d  like to meet you.”

I snort, then feel guilty for the moment of derision. Leilani is turning twenty-

eight and  today she brought me out to her home the first time. Her apartment is in the 

Hälawa valley and  overlooks the gradual opening of the valley to Pearl Harbour. Not 

far from here I can see the Aloha Stad ium. I stand  on her balcony and  look out over the 

houses packed closely together. They fill the valley and climb its walls. Leilani is 

preparing me a drink and  she brings it out to me and  I sip  lightly at it. It tastes strongly 

of Vodka and  I squint at it but I d rink it anyway.

“What’s that for? You don’t even know him.”

“What makes you think he wants to meet me?”

“He wants to meet anyone I date, for one thing. Also, I’ve talked  about you.”

“Oh really? What have you said?”

She smiles out of one corner of her mouth. “Things.”

“What does he think that I’m white?” I ask, and  her smile fades and  she looks 

out over the valley.

“I love this view,” she says. “You can see the sun sink over the hills that way 

every night. Pretty expensive apartment, though.”

“Can’t be worse than mine,” I say and  stare down into the glass. Some of the 

drink is left and  I don’t want to finish it, but I decide it would  be ingracious of me so I 

tip  the drink back and  try not to let the alcohol touch my tongue. “I pay a grand  every 

month for that shithole. I think that’s because I’m so close to Waikïkï beach.”

“No, it’s expensive everywhere here. I pay almost that. You want another?”

“No, thank you.”

We drive past Pearl Harbour to the ‘Ewa side of the island . It is d rier here, and  

flatter, and  the housing developments and  strip  malls are scattered  across an open 
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plain. ‘Ewa Beach is a flattened  stretch of of a town pressed  against the ocean front. We 

drive through straight streets with barred  homes and  others with junked  yards and  we 

arrive at a ranch-style home alongside a barren road . Leilani stops the car and  we step 

out, and  I look past the palm trees to see the sun sinking down over a range of 

mountains nearby. The air seems cooler out here.

Past several cars I see a group of men and  women sitting on a lanai. A rad io 

somewhere in the house plays tunes I have heard  on the stations over here, stuff Leilani 

has mentioned , contemporary Hawaiian music. The yard  is small and  close to the street 

and  surrounded  by a brick fence. When they see Leilani, they stand  and  shout and  she 

goes to them and  they all hug her one by one and  wish her happy birthday and  tickle 

her and  offer her a beer and  all the while I stand  unnoticed  near the gate and  watch. A 

couple of the girls in attendence glance over at me but nobody says a word . Finally, 

Leilani takes a beer and  pops the top open and  looks over at me, and  she beckons me 

to join her. I walk over with my hands in my back pockets and  try to look as tough and  

with-it as possible. The men are eyeing me, now, some smiling faintly, others looking 

bored  and  gripping their bottles.

“Kanoa, this Jeff.” I can hear her language changing already, slipping into a light 

island pidgin.

“Howzit.” He nods at me. He is sitting again on a fold ing patio chair and  does 

not stand  or offer his hand .

“This Kihei, and Steve, and this Bruddah Rob, and Leona and Malie and Mai.” As 

she introduces each, they nod  to me or wave. Malie offers a smile and  shakes my hand . 

I feel more conspicuous and  unwanted  than I can ever remember.

“I going chat with Leona and  Mai for one bit,” Leilani says. “Okay Jeff? You can 

just stay chill out here with da bruddahs. I’ll stay come back soon.” She steps close to 

me and  gives me a quick kiss on the lips and  I feel everyone’s eyes on me, and  then she 

steps away and  goes into the house and  the screen door bangs behind  her and  I am 

alone with these people.

One of the guys nods to an empty chair. “Hey, brah, take one seat.”

I sit down and  the one named Bruddah Rob offers me a bottle of beer. I take the 

bottle. It is cool and  beaded  with condensation. Rob is big, many pounds overweight, 

wearing most of it in his stomach, and  his long hair is pulled  back behind  his head . I see 

a tattoo on his forearm but can’t make it out.

“You wanna play a drinking game?” Kihei asks. He addresses it to me, but it is 

meant for the others. 

“Which?”
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I fear he is about to suggest something having to do with me, but he says, “This 

one game we wen play back in small kid  time, called  ‘I nevah.’”

“Oh, shit, brah, this one tight game!” Steve says.

“How you play?” asks Malie.

“Each person take one turn going round  and  you say, ‘I nevah do something,’ 

and  anyone who stay done it gotta take one drink. And it has to be a for-real-kine 

drink, not a sip .” He looks intently at Malie as he says this and  everyone laughs. I laugh 

too, hoping not to be conspicuous.

“I’ll start, okay?” Kihei says. “I nevah... been to Disneyland .”

I take a d rink. I am the only one. Everyone looks at me. 

It is Steve’s turn. I watch him as he sets his bottle down to think. He wears a 

black tank top and  shorts, and  he has a hint of a moustache on his upper lip , but looks 

Japanese. He finally says, “I nevah seen a ghost.” 

Malie d rinks. When she sees everyone look over at her, she stops and  says, 

“What? I d id! It was this one time up in Nänakuli, I wen stay with my Auntie Hina and I 

saw my Grandfather standing in the kitchen late at night. It’s true!”

“Whatevahs,” Kanoa says, laughing. It is his turn. He lifts his bottle to stare at 

the golden beer and  he thinks for a moment in silence and  then he looks up at me. “I 

nevah fuck one Hawaiian girl.”

All the guys take a drink and  laugh. Kanoa tilts up his bottle and  drains the 

contents in one pull, watching me the whole time. I lift my bottle and  drink slowly.
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Chapter 25

I am not a poet. I am a painter. I work through visuals, through color, through 

lines and  shapes. When I am feeling something, I try to capture it as it appears in the 

real world , as it is felt through the emotions of shades and  color. I wish I were a poet, 

though. There were times, every day for several weeks, when I would  walk Waikïkï 

and  know nobody and  not speak to anybody, those first few weeks of my time in 

Hawai’i. This is before I met Leilani, and  I would  spend most of my nights and  days 

seeing what there was to see in the confines of this little city. Sometimes I would  

venture out of it on a bus, watching out the window and  letting the fluorescent-lit bus 

show me the back streets and  neighborhoods of Honolulu , p laces I d idn’t recognize 

and  couldn’t find  on a map and  couldn’t pronounce: Waipahu, Kalaniana’ole, Ka’a’awa. 

These were the times I wished  I were a poet. Not because of the sights I would  see out 

the window or beyond  the skyscrapers of Waikïkï, but because of the feelings that 

would  come to me as I walked  there, alone, surrounded  by people of every nation and  

race but yet isolated  from all of them, and  thinking mostly of Rachel and  how the last 

few months of our time together could  have ended  as it d id . I would  wish I could  

capture my feelings in the subtle way of a poet. Colors failed  me. I couldn’t p ick up my 

brushes other than to let them poise over a blank canvas for hours. Then, I liked  to tell 

myself it was because Rachel took the colors out of my life, and  I spent many hours 

hating her for simply that reason, but I was not being honest with myself. There had  

been no colors in my life for several years and  Rachel was only the person who was 

stuck with me during that time. I was the one who let that fade from my life. Rachel 

only reacted  to it.

And, strangely, there were times I would  sit in my room and  it would  be dark 

outside and  there would  be nobody in my room but me, and  I would  wish I had  not 

thrown those photos away. She had  left them on the bed , our bed , and  they were her 

final message to me, her final act of trying to get through to me. I read  them only at the 

time as a declaration of hate, a way of sticking it to me, something I felt she had  been 

trying to do for a long time. I would  lie there and  remember what it was like to pick up 

those photos that day and  to hold  them in my shaking hands and  to look at my wife 
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doing this one last and  final act and  I would  long to see those photos one more time. I 

felt there was a message in them that I could  not see that day, or any of the days that 

followed until I left Orlando. And I would  think I had finally understood and I would  

consider it my penance that I should  have to look at those photos every day of the rest 

of my life.

Then it was an afternoon like the others and  I had  called  my bank and  listened  to 

my dwindling balance and  afterward  stood  with the phone in my hand and  listened  to 

the sounds of the hotel around  me and  then I d ialed  Rachel’s new number. It rang 

several times but this time I was not nervous and  d idn’t consider hanging up, and  I just 

let it ring and  then there was a click and  I heard  Rachel’s voice.

“Hi,” I said , softly, and  there was a sound  of a breath being taken in quickly on 

the other end , a soft gasp.

“Hi,” Rachel said . “How are you?”

“I’m fine.”

“Where... Are you still in Orlando?”

“No. I moved .”

“I thought you moved . I tried  to call you a couple of times, but the phone was 

d isconnected . I wasn’t sure what happened . Where are you now?”

“Hawai’i.”

“Hawaii?” she said , and I was d istinctly aware of her pronunciation of it. Ha-wai-

yee, not Leilani’s tight, clipped  pronunciation with the v-sounding “W”, and  the glottal 

stop between the “I”s. There was a pause, and  then, “Okay. Why there?”

I turned  around and  looked  toward  the pool deck. Tourists walked  past. “I 

needed  a change. I needed  someplace I hadn’t been before, you know, that d idn’t have 

any memories associated  with it.”

“Yeah, I understand ,” she said . “But Hawaii. It’s so... far, don’t you think?”

“Farther the better. Listen, I wanted  to tell you something.”

“Jeff,” she said , and  I heard  her sigh again and  her breath on the phone was 

loud . She waited  a minute and  I waited  with her. Finally, she said , “I’m with someone 

else now.”

“I know you are.”

“You don’t know anything. We haven’t talked  in two months. Hell, we barely 

talked  before that.”

I looked  down at my feet. “And that was my fault.”

“Yes. Yes, it was.” She spoke much quieter, now. In the background  I could  hear 

a television.
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“Can you think where it was this started? How long it had  been build ing?” I 

asked .

“Jeff, it d idn’t ‘start’ at one place or another. It had  been build ing for a long time. 

I don’t know how long. A couple years, maybe. It was the culmination of a lot of 

things.”

“Like what?”

“I don’t know, Jeff, just a lot of nights alone, but you were right there with me, 

do you know what I mean? You slowly stopped  talking to me like we d id  earlier, you 

were just around. It was like having a friend , and  then that friend  drifted  away, but we 

were still living together, Jeff, still sharing the same bed . You know.” She stopped  and  I 

could  hear her closing a door. “I used  to cry at nights in bed , d id  you know that? I don’t 

think you ever knew about it because I tried  to be quiet, but I always thought you’d  

feel the bed  shaking from my sobs and  wake but you never d id . You never knew 

anything was wrong. I needed  a friend , Jeff, not just someone to fuck every once in a 

while. I needed  you and  you weren’t there for me anymore. Why?”

“I don’t know. I don’t know that, Rachel.”

“You don’t know. Isn’t that what you’ve been thinking about? Isn’t that why 

you called?”

“Yes. But it’s complex, and  I just don’t know yet. I pulled  away and  I can’t 

identify why, but at least I can recognize that I d id  it.”

“Congratu lations.”

“What was it like?” I asked.

“What was what like?”

“Being with those men?” Even as I asked  this, I knew I d idn’t want an answer, 

not really. What I wanted  was for her to think about it and  hate herself for it and  feel 

remorse and  at that moment I could  feel a little victory, but then I knew that was my 

final admission of guilt. I was taking the blame for what happened and  I was accepting 

her version as fact.

“Horrible.” There was another long silence where I couldn’t hear any sound  

from Rachel’s end  and  I knew, as I have known her for so many years, that she was 

crying at this moment.

“I’m sorry for letting it get to this, “I said .

I heard  her sniff lightly. “I have to go. We’re watching a movie.”

“Okay.”

And then I hung up the phone and  walked  back into the tourist-packed  streets of 

Waikïkï.
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Chapter 26

It’s late at night and  I’m in bed  and  my eyes are wide open in the dark. I’m 

thinking about Rachel, although what I’m thinking is very d ifferent from the times I’ve 

lain here and  thought about her with other men, or thought about her in bed  at that 

very moment almost seven thousand  miles away and  sleeping tucked  in close to some 

other man I don’t know. I’m thinking instead  about how she looked  in college. It seems 

like a very long time ago and  I’m struck with how d istant this time is from then. 

In my memory she is thinner, and  she has much shorter hair she wears 

naturally, very curly, which she keeps pushed  back with a headband . In my memory 

she is wearing a black coat and  black pants and  a tan shirt, and  I’m sitting on a bench in 

the plaza in the middle of the university and  I can’t take my eyes off her lips. She has 

fu ll lips and  they are very soft looking, and  she licks them as we talk and  for some 

reason this is d riving me wild . I am imagining her in bed  with me, and  it is very strong 

visually. Mostly I see her from above, her face before me and  barely visible in the dark, 

her body moving with mine, her breath on me. This image is so strong within me I 

have to fight arousal and  I am not hearing a word  she is saying to me.

It would  be only a couple of weeks later that we would  finally have sex, and  it 

would  be a late evening after watching television in her apartment. It was awkward  

and  short, not living up to my imagination at all, and  as I lie in my apartment in Waikïkï 

and  remember this I close my eyes and  squint because I am hit with a wave of some 

strong emotion I can only identify as nostalgia. I am remembering waking up in the 

morning and  seeing Rachel in the bed  with me and  only being able to see her bare 

shoulder and  part of her neck and  her wild  hair, and  I am remembering the smell in her 

room as a smell of lilac permeating everything, but pleasant, not cloying. I recall leaning 

forward  to her and  she d idn’t move and  I smelled  her hair and  it smelled  of coconut. 

She was a strange, exotic thing to me then. I was young and  was new in Atlanta and  I 

remember feeling a strange sense of elation. Now I cringe at the thought of how that 

meant so much to me then, but I know it still means something to me even now. 

I slept with a Hawaiian woman. This means something to me. But I do not wish 

to dwell on this, so I force it away and  roll over and  stare across the room. I try to focus 
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on Rachel in college again. We were paired  to write a newsletter, and  I realize that I 

don’t have a copy of that newsletter, not in my things here or the things I left stored  in 

Orlando. This strikes me as a horrible thing and  I feel like I have let myself down 

somehow, by not keeping this token thing -- like an important link is now weakened  

and  forgotten, that the past has become one step  closer to being irretrievably lost. 

But the whole thing is lost, I think to myself. Meeting after classes for lunch, 

d riving upstate for weekends at a bed  and  breakfast: lost. All of it is lost anyway, with 

or without a copy of that newsletter. These memories are moribund  anyway and  I 

should  let them fade away. All of that stuff is years gone and  now I am alone in a hotel 

room in Waikïkï and  Rachel is in the warm bed  of another man and  things have 

changed  so completely, so u tterly No vestige of it exists. No proof. All I have at this 

point are memories.
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Chapter 27

I have many memories of Rachel, and  these memories return to me sometimes, 

when I am still at night and  I cannot stop the processes of my mind . In one memory, 

Rachel is in the bedroom and  I hear her moving around  in there. I am in the kitchen, 

standing beside the sink and  eating crackers, and  I look at the clock and  see it is after 

midnight. Rachel is getting ready for bed  but I am not coming to bed  with her. Instead , 

I am going to stay up, and  sit in the living room and  watch television for three hours, 

like I have done every night for a long time. Maybe I’ll read , or maybe I’ll put on my 

jacket and  walk around the silent and  still neighborhood.

She wants me to come to bed  with her, but I can’t. I wish only to be alone, in my 

own space, doing the things I want to do. She comes into the kitchen. She is wearing a 

nightgown I bought her from Victoria’s Secret a year ago. Rachel stops by the door and  

leans against it and  lets her hair down around  her shoulders. Her body countours the 

red  nightgown. The color contrasts against her skin, and  a year ago I told  her it was 

incred ibly sexy, and  that red  on her skin was like fire, but now I do not see this. I cannot 

look at her.

“Jeff,” she says, and  comes over to embrace me. “Hon, let’s go to bed .”

“I’m not tired ,” I say.

“I know you aren’t tired , but I’d  love it if you came to bed  anyway. Just for a 

while,” she says. “Just for me. For a while.”

“I don’t really feel like it.”

“And after a while you can get up and  go read  or whatever you want to do. 

After I fall asleep. Can you just hold  me until I fall asleep?”

I wrap my arms around  her but I only rest them there. My face is near her hair 

and  I smell coconut from her hair oil, and  it is the same scent I first smelled  many years 

earlier in her bed  in the morning after we first had  sex. But that was a d ifferent Rachel. I 

rest my hands on the small of her back and  I hold  her this way, very loosely, and  my 

eyes are open but she doesn’t see this. She puts her arms around  my shoulders and  

holds me tightly and  I can feel her breathing against my chest.

“Why don’t you want to sleep with me anymore?” she asks.
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I don’t have an immediate answer, and  when I do have an answer, I know it 

isn’t a good  one. But I say it anyway. “I don’t know. I just don’t want to.”

She is quiet a moment. Then: “Are you depressed?”

I think of my scars and  I look down at my hands. The edges of the scars are 

visible around  the sides of my wrists. They are vague, p ink weals under the hair on my 

forearms. Rachel would  look at them, sometimes, when she thought I wouldn’t notice, 

but she never mentioned  them specifically. One night, still in college, I told  her how I 

got the scars. I told  her how I cut myself in the bathroom at school and  the blood  on 

my arms and  how I was found  that way. I told  her about how all I wanted  then was to 

be released , and  how that feeling has never gone away, not really, that I still feel like a 

faker every day and  that the secret thought that always comes to my head  when 

confronted  with hardship is of suicide. I told  her these things, and  that I am sick, and  

that I hate myself for this every day, and  that I don’t know how it will ever stop, and  

that I had  never told  anyone else these things and  I started  to cry as I said  them, and  

she crawled  across me on the bed  and  put her legs over mine and  straddled  me, and  

she looked  me in the eyes and  I saw hers were wet, and  she lifted  my hands from my 

lap and  lightly kissed  my scars. She kissed  my forearms and  then put my arms around  

her neck and  moved  in close to me and  kissed  me and  told  me she loves me no matter 

what, and  that I am beautifu l to her, and  that I never have to be alone again. I pressed  

my face against the nape of her neck and  she kissed  the top of my head . 

This memory is precious to me, and  it comes back to me at this moment when 

Rachel asks if I’m depressed  again, and  I look down at my wrists and  I realize I am. I 

also realize I don’t know how long it has been going, and  I realize I am withdrawing 

from her and  I am surprised  at this. 

And yet, I cannot tell her. I open my mouth to speak and  I stop. I don’t want to 

hear her cry, and  I know she will if I tell her my feelings, and  I don’t know why this 

seems like a horrible thing to me. Instead , I say, “No, Rachel, I’m fine. I just don’t feel 

like it.”

She lets go and  moves away from me and  says, “Goodnight, then.” She walks 

away and  doesn’t look at me and  I hear the door to the bedroom close.
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Chapter 28

The ring was a strange thing to me. I remember sitting in my car and  it was a 

warm afternoon in January in Orlando and  my car was thrumming in id le and  I stared  

at this thing on my finger. It was cool at first touch but had  become warm on my skin. 

Cold , and  hard . I touched  its rounded surface and  it was completely featureless. 

Rachel would  not take hers off, but occasionally I would  remove my ring for an 

afternoon. I would  slide it off and  set in on a table or in my pocket. I d id  not do this out 

of a lack of love for her, or a desire to hide my marriage, but sometimes I felt as though 

I needed  privacy, and  the ring was a person there in the room with me, and  so I took it 

off to feel isolated  and  secret again. Maybe I should  have felt bad  about this, maybe I 

should  have kept mine forever on my finger like Rachel d id , but it was a rigid  thing on 

my finger that sometimes kept me from concentrating and  I twisted  it off that day in 

the car and  kept it safe in my pocket.
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Chapter 29

It is late afternoon when Leilani finally slips from under the covers and  stands. 

She is naked, and  the sunlight coming in through the window illuminates her skin in 

bands. She turns from me and  walks to her wardrobe and  picks through the clothing 

there, decid ing on an outfit to wear to work. She calls it a “costume” sometimes, 

because she tells me she is someone else when she is on stage. Inhabiting another skin, 

she says, as if for the time while she is at work and  in front of these other men she is on 

camera, performing a role. She is not this person she pretends to be. I hold  her as she 

says this and  I try to understand  the d istinction she is trying to present to me, but I 

cannot help  but feel it is only a deception, a lie she tells herself to allow her to do her job 

night after night. I also don’t tell her about how her words make me think of Rachel.

“Don’t come to the club,” she says to me. “Please.” She turns from the closet and  

I see she has chosen a halter top with short sleeves. She holds it in front of her for a 

moment and  gazes across the room at a mirror. I roll over onto my side and  watch her.

“You don’t have anything to hide,” I say.

She hangs the halter top back in the closet and  continues to browse. “Of course 

not. I just feel... uncomfortable.”

“You weren’t uncomfortable the first night. When you met me.”

“That was d ifferent.”

“It was the same.”

“No. I d idn’t know you then.”

I p icture the men she won’t know tonight. I wonder how not knowing a man 

makes it easier for her to be flirtatious with them, to be naked  before them. She is 

naked  now, and  not hid ing her body, yet it is d ifferent. Even though she is still musky 

with the scent of us, the aurora of sex still hanging about her even hours later, the 

sexuality she will exude tonight seems more serious somehow.

“I’ll wait for you outside when you get off.”

“No need .” She has chosen a simple bikini, white, and  she tosses it with the 

hanger onto the bed . She looks over at me and  sees me watching her. “It’s nothing. 

You just don’t need  to bother, that’s all. Anyway, you know how I feel about guys I’m 
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dating coming by work. Just...”She folds her arms and  bites at her lower lip . She stands 

that way for a minute and  we are silent, and  then she finishes by selecting a tank top, 

and  then she closes the closet door and  puts the outfit into a handbag. I say nothing 

during this, and  when she is done she comes to me and  sits down on the edge of her 

bed  and  leans over me and  she is smiling with only one side of her mouth in the way I 

find  so sexy and  irresistable.

“I know it doesn’t make any sense to you. I would  just prefer it that way. I’ve 

seen it happen in the past.”

“With you?”

“No, other girls. I’ve been a dancer for about three years, and  every club I’ve 

worked  at I’ve known one or two other girls who date the guys they meet at work. It 

changes things, and  I-” She stops and  looks me in the eyes for a second . “I don’t want 

that to happen.”

“Me either.”

“Good.” She stands and  goes into the bathroom and  in a moment I hear the 

faucets turning and  the hissing of the shower. I lie in bed  and  my erection is gone and  

all I can do is think of her standing naked  in front of several other men.
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Chapter 30

Much later I am standing once again on the rock jetty that reaches into the ocean 

from Waikïkï beach. The sun has gone down on the island  and  all the lights have come 

on, and  the street through the trees behind  me is bathed  in color. Tourists walk the 

darkened  beach and  the street and  I imagine they are on their way to their rooms from 

a restaurant, at this time of night. Leilani will not be off work yet for another five hours. 

Something has brought me down here, to this p lace that used  to be a place of quiet 

thought for me, and  I am aware now of Leilani’s presence only a few blocks from me. 

She is even now in that club, naked  in front of men like these tourists, and  they are 

giving her money for her nakedness, and  during this time I am alone on the edge of the 

sea. 

She wants me to wait for her at her house, like I have been doing for the last 

several weeks, although sometimes while she is at work I come back to my small 

apartment that is near here in the canyons of Waikïkï but it no longer feels like a place 

that belongs to me. When I go there I see things that are mine, left here and  there in the 

room as if I were coming back, but I am not there for many days at a time and  so these 

things no longer feel like my belongings. It isn’t my home.

I don’t know what home is, I think, not anymore. I remember Leilani asking me 

of my home, as we sat in the lawn chairs at Kanoa’s place in ‘Ewa, sitting in the warm 

dark of the early night. She asked  me where my home was, something she hadn’t 

asked  me yet, and  I had  to stop and  consider it. The old  answer was, “Orlando,” and  

that was what first came to my lips. But even that p lace seemed so removed  from me 

now that it was only a word , and  nothing more. My memories were layered  around  

that city, like cast-off belongings, and  if I were to return there I would  see many places 

that once meant something to me, and  would  have strong memories tied  with them, 

but I realized  then that I could  no longer call it home. I told  her instead  that I have no 

home. She thought about that a moment and  said  it was sad , the notion that I had  no 

home, and  I suddenly felt like I had  allowed something important within me to d ie 

without my knowledge. It was a small and  subtle death. 

She asked  if I was born in Orlando, or maybe somewhere else, hoping to find  
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this home for me through other means, or at least that’s how I took it. I told  her no, I 

was born in Oregon, near the Washington border in a little town, but it was so long ago 

and  I was so young that it means nothing to me. She asked  where else I had  lived  and  I 

told  her of the handful of places I had  spent some time, but each one was just a place on 

a map. I asked  her if Hawai’i was her home. She nodded , and  said  that for a long time 

she thought it couldn’t be. For many years, when she lived  out in ‘Ewa, in the 

neighborhood all around  us, she found  she had  developed  an abid ing hatred  for O’ahu 

and  the islands and  felt like she had  to get out of them or she would  be swallowed up 

by the sea. She tried  to escape them by saving money, by stealing, by borrowing, and  

managed  after some time to save enough money only for a p lane ticket to California, 

and  it was at the moment she had  the money that she realized  she d idn’t want the 

ticket. 

“I now tell myself,” she said  to me, as we sat together in the dark, “that home is 

where you want to be buried  when you d ie.” I remember this very clearly, this saying 

of hers. At times when she is not around  I can remember it almost more clearly than I 

can the feel and  shape of her body. This is a saying that I can remember more clearly 

than the night it was said , and  it is something that returns to me at all times of the day, 

and  times when I am thinking about other things. I’ve tried  to think of where that p lace 

could  be, and  I know it isn’t Orlando, and  it isn’t Oregon. If there is no place you want 

to be buried  when you d ie, where can you really say you belong? And if there is no 

place you belong, to what purpose comes your existence?

But there is a p lace I want to be buried . It doesn’t come to me immediately. That 

seems to be the way of things, sometimes, that the most important connections seem to 

reveal themselves only with time. I stand  there on the jetty and  the night-darkened  

Pacific ocean is before me, and  I remember now that I’ve always said  I wanted  to be 

buried  at sea. 

In my imagination, my burial is a mournful thing, and  all the people I have 

known in life or have known me are there, crowded  onto a large yacht very far out to 

sea. They are on this boat and  out across a vibrant blue lagoon, perhaps an atoll or 

series of isolated  reefs, one can see a low line of land , an island  in the Marquesas or 

Societies or French Polynesia, and  under the rolling keel of the ship  is a vast bank of 

unspoiled  coral. A song is p laying over large speakers and  d irected  outward , out across 

the water, so it can be heard  in the quiet, lonely places in the world , and  it is playing a 

song I have never been able to quite settle on, and  everyone hears this song and  thinks 

it is very beautifu l. I am wrapped  in many layers of cotton cloth and  am near the stern 

of the ship . When the time comes they drop me into the water and  I sink and  settle 
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there, coming to rest among the corals and  multi-colored  fish, and  my body is 

consumed by the ocean and  returned  to her.

It is a melodramatic version, I know this. It p lays to some vanity within me that 

never gets to be expressed , and  so I allow this to serve as my vision of my own death. 

But there is something about the ocean that makes it seem obvious as the place to 

return, a timelessness, perhaps, or a connection with the womb. I am as unclear on this 

as I am on anything else in my life. 
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Chapter 31

I am standing in front of Leilani’s club and it is late at night. This is where it 

began, I think to myself. I have spent this evening, the first one in a long time, walking 

around  Waikïkï as I used  to, staying away from the empty hotel room that I hate, and  

not returning to her house in the valley. For some reason I am feeling as though there 

is something I need  to attend  to, but my mind  is fu ll of a confusion of d ifferent thoughts 

and  so I walked  aimlessly. I thought of Rachel, and  I thought of Orlando. I thought of 

d riving with Rachel to Savannah to spend  a quiet weekend  apart from our lives. She felt 

I was reserved  during that trip , and  I could  never bring myself to explain why. When 

we returned  I found  myself in a jewelry store on a hot Orlando afternoon buying a ring 

and  wondering if marriage was what she wanted . 

Right now that ring’s counterpart is under layers of sand  not far from here, a 

p iece of corrod ing metal in the sea. The line it marked  around  my finger is recovering. 

It is tanning to match the rest of my finger. The depression the ring caused  is vanishing. 

I look at the slight imprint that still remains, a perfect circle around my finger. This is all 

that is left of my life with Rachel, I think, and  soon she will be relegated  to the same 

status as all my past loves, just a memory. It is how time forces all things into 

nothingness. Even great passions end  and  become cold  things we throw into the sea.

The neon lights outside the club fill the street around me with a lurid  palette of 

reds and  blues. I put aside these thoughts and  look up the steps toward  the darkened  

opening that is the front door. A low throb of music spills out onto the street from 

within. My walking tonight has taken me here. This is where it began. I have come full 

circle. I walk up the steps.
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Chapter 32

The club has not changed , even though it has been nearly a month since I have 

been here. Everything is the same. Even the clientele look the same. I walk through the 

near-perfect darkness at the front of the club as if passing through to a womb. On the 

other side is a broad  room with a high ceiling, and  the light here is a living thing 

fighting the d imness and  black walls. The stage penetrates the ring of seats and  on it is 

someone I think I recognize from when I was first here, a blonde woman with 

shoulder-length hair and  a tattoo of a Chinese character on her left shoulder blade. She 

is not finished  with her set, not yet totally nude. She leans against the central brass pole 

and  sinks to the floor, to her knees, her hands pushing apart her thighs. 

I immediately feel that coming here was a bad  idea. I stop where I am standing 

and  look back at the door but I can no longer see it, and  I wonder even if I am looking 

in the right d irection. Two girls pass by me. They are wearing only bikinis. They are 

dancers, out on the floor prowling for lap  dances. I do not look them in the eyes at first, 

and  they see I am not willing and  so they pass me by, but I suddenly reach out and  

touch the shoulder of the second  one so she will turn to me. She is Asian, with long 

black hair, not Leilani, but someone who may know where she is.

She smiles at me, bites her lip , looks down my body and  back up again very 

quickly as if taking stock of me. “You interested  in a dance?” she asks. I shake my head .

“No, I’m looking for a girl who works here: Leilani. She around?”

The girl looks d isappointed , outwardly and  comically so, flashing me a pouting 

lip . “Come on, I’m prettier than she is, don’t you think? Sure you don’t want a dance?”

“I’m sure.”

“Well, I haven’t seen her tonight. Maybe she’s in the d ressing room, or maybe 

she’s in the V.I.P. Lounge.”

I thank her and  we part ways, and  I continue through the gloom of the club, 

navigating through the tables toward  the set of dark stairs on the opposite side that 

lead  upward  to the V.I.P. Lounge. The stairs are carpeted  in purple, dark padding 

underfoot, and  I move silently up them toward  the second  floor. The last time I was 

here, I think, Leilani was lead ing me up them by the hand  and  her name was Kia. I 
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wonder if she is even now telling a man her name is Kia, and  that man is thinking that 

is a beautiful name, and  thinking how much he would  like to have sex with her right 

there in the darkness. I wonder if he is contemplating, right now, how much it would  

cost to convince her to do so.

At the top of the stairs I see the line of couches, each set into a booth. Two are 

occupied  by girls and  I can see their nakedness before me as a casual thing. They writhe 

in their own style looking over their shoulders or through their long hair at men who 

are hidden behind  the walls of the booths. I can only see long male legs sticking past the 

edge of the retaining walls. Beyond them is the V.I.P. Lounge, just a door set into a wall, 

and  this part of the club is very dark and  very private. There should  be a guard  at this 

door but there is not. I move to the door and  the girls dancing for the men do not pay 

any attention to me. They are p leasing their men at the moment.

I pull softly on the door and  it opens easily. Inside there is a short hallway I 

move down and  I stop at the corner. It is very dark except for a row of colored  lights 

that are waving flashing beams of light around  the walls. 

Leilani is there. She is in the far side of the room and  there is a man there with 

her. He is younger than I and  square-jawed. I think instantly that he is in the military. 

He wears a black t-shirt and  light jeans, and  has heavy-looking brown boots on his feet. 

His hair is cut very short to his head  and  he is clean shaven. He is grinning widely and  

looking with rapt attention toward  Leilani and  his hands are in the air with fingers 

wide, as if he is at that moment feeling her body with them. Leilani stands before him 

leaning forward , her hands on her thighs, bending at the waist to allow him to see her 

clearly, and  she is completely naked . Her breasts hang there, still firm and  close to her 

chest, and  I have seen them like this when she bends over me when we are making 

love and  she is on top of me. At those times they are a wonderful thing, her femininity 

revealed  before me and  open to me. Now they are hanging in the same way and  it 

strikes me that they seem unloved  at this moment.

Her hair is loose and  flowing, as it was the night I first saw her in this place. It 

falls straight and  fine over her shoulders. She turns to him and  sways her hips and  

places her hands upon them, and  she lifts a leg to place her foot on the couch beside 

him, and  his gaze falls to rest between her legs and  she rolls her head  back and  runs her 

hands down her stomach to her pussy. They stop there and  the man smiles widely and  

licks his lips and  he says something to her I cannot hear because of the music. She nods 

and  climbs even higher above him, placing her other foot on the couch and  crouches 

and  now she is straddling his body. He raises his hands and  he places them lightly on 

her sides and  she stops for a second  and  they speak, and  then he nods and  she does not 
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remove his hands. Instead , I see him move his fingers lightly up her curved  sides to her 

breasts and  he cups them there in her hands and  her lips part and  she leans in close to 

him to let her hair fall over his face. I can see her breathing on his cheek as she breathed  

on mine that night and  I know right now he is feeling his nerves prickling up his back 

and  he is feeling his erection grow very strong and  firm. He wants to take her home. 

He wants to take Leilani back to his apartment or his hotel room or his barracks and  he 

wants to lay her on the bed  and  lean over her and  say words of love to her, to take my 

place inside her and  move toward  his orgasm. At this moment he is wondering if she 

would  do so if he asked  her, and  wondering if it would  be against the rules to ask her, if 

asking her would  anger her so much she would  end  the session, or if she would  get an 

aching look in her eyes at the proposal and  whisper “yes” in his ear. 

He is thinking these things, I know, and  he moves his hands down her body and  

they join her hands between her legs and  I hear her make a sound  of p leasure that is 

loud  enough to hear over the music and  suddenly I shout at her. I shout nothing in 

particular, no words, not her name or any orders, just a shapeless vocalization and  it is 

very loud  in my ears.

She turns her head  quickly and  the man does the same thing, and  I see a look 

cross her face of astonishment and  then anger, and  she climbs down from the couch. 

The man is sitting up, looking at me and  then at her, confused . Maybe he thinks I am a 

bouncer stopping unacceptable behaviour. Leilani bends down to grab her shirt and  

bottoms and  I turn and  walk away.

She catches up with me halfway down the stairs. I hear her call my name above 

me and  I stop and  look up at her.

“Jeff! What the fuck are you doing here?”

“I came by to see you at work,” I say, and  I realize it sounds very mundane, as if 

she worked  in a clothing boutique at a mall. I want to say more, but can’t.

“Okay,” she says, but I am moving again down the stairs. She runs down them 

very fast in her high heels and  she takes my arm. “Jeff, stop.”

“I’m just going,” I say.

“What the hell, Jeff? I said  don’t come to see me at work. Didn’t I ask you not 

to?”

“Now I can see why,” I say, and  I know I’m about to say something cruel, but I 

cannot stop myself. “You d idn’t want me to see you fucking the clientele.”

“I wasn’t fucking him!”

“Not quite yet.”

“What is the matter with you?”
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“You. Letting that man touch you like some common whore. You d idn’t let me 

do that,” I add , sure even as I say it that wasn’t really the issue, but I am suddenly 

aware of this glaring d ifference and  I want to give it voice. I want to add  that I would  

not have done such a thing, because even though I was lonely that night and  very sad , 

and  wanted  very much to touch the smooth skin of a beautifu l woman, and  even 

though I came into a strip  club where the women show the most private parts of 

themselves for money, I still had  only the strongest respect for her and  I showed it that 

night by respecting her body. That this man d id  not do so, and  this was okay with her, 

that she could  compare his behaviour with the honor I show her, even as we are at our 

most passionate in lovemaking, and  find  his behaviour acceptable was unfathomable.

“You d idn’t ask,” she says.

“I d idn’t ask because it wasn’t right. And it still isn’t right.”

“You’re going to tell me about right? What do you know about anything I do in 

here, tonight or any night? Do you know why I work here? Because I can’t find  a job in 

Hawai’i that will allow me to live on anything more than food  stamps and  rice. It is not 

easy living here, and  growing up here, and  even though I want so much sometimes to 

leave this fucking place and  move somewhere where I don’t have to spread  my legs to 

make money to live, I do live here and  it is my home and  so I do what I have to.”

I say to her, “You don’t have to do this shit, Leilani. There are other jobs!”

“Junk jobs. Crap jobs, the kind  that take no education and  don’t pay you 

anything in return. Who gets the good  jobs around  here, do you think? People from 

here? A stupid  Filipina girl from ‘Ewa who never finished  school?”

“Yes!”

She leans forward  to me and  there is something in her eyes I have never seen in 

them. She leans forward  and  her hand  raises and  she points a slender, lovely finger to 

me and  she says, “I shouldn’t expect you to understand . You’re just a haole.”

I know the term ‘haole.’ It is one of the first words I learned  when I came here. It 

means I am white, but more than white: priveleged  and  spoiled  and  clueless. It is 

something she has never called  me, never even spoken around  me. I have wondered  

many times if she saw me as this thing, and  I have always felt she had  to, or if she 

d idn’t she would  soon, and  I realize now I had  grown comfortable and  stopped  

thinking it, allowed myself to forget this part of our relationship that d ivides us so.

She holds her finger toward  me and  her eyes narrow. “Mai told  me you would  

be like this. She told  me to leave you a long time ago, and  I told  her she was wrong, 

that you were d ifferent. You aren’t any d ifferent. You don’t know a fucking thing 

about Hawai’i, even after all this time. I’ve been trying to tell you since we starting 
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seeing each other about how things are here. I’ve been trying to educate you, and  I 

thought you were listening. But now I see I was wrong.”

“No,” I say, suddenly feeling my own righteous anger fad ing, d istant, and  with 

Rachel I would  have realized  she was turning things on me, trying to put me on the 

defensive, and  this would  have made me angry with her and  made me fight all the 

harder. But standing here, before Leilani, I am suddenly very sorry I came into the club 

and  very sorry I confronted  her about this thing that she cannot help , and  that she is 

nothing like Rachel who was with those men only to tell me how much she hated  me. 

“No, I was listening. I heard  what you were saying.”

“But it d idn’t make any d ifference, d id  it?” she asks, and  the finger leaves my 

face and  she crosses both of her arms in front of her chest and  it looks like the anger 

has left her face and  this makes me even more afraid . “You’re trying to be something 

you aren’t, Jeff. You can’t be one of us. You can never be anything other than a haole, 

and  pretending to be hip  to the plight of the minority is bullshit. It’s an act. It makes 

you feel better, or something, but it’s all bullshit.” She shook her head  and  looked  past 

my shoulder. “You’re such a haole you can’t even see it.”

“Leilani,” I say, but she stops me with a gesture. 

“My name is Kia,” she says, and  walks the rest of the way down the stairs and  

leaves me there in the darkness.
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Chapter 33

Now is when I come to the hard  part, the crucial moment. I knew it would  be a 

tough thing, but now that the time has come, I’m not sure I can actually force myself to 

go through with it. I’m chest-deep in sea water, and  it is as turquoise green as they 

always promise it will be, and  I can see from here across the flat expanse toward  the 

d istant line of breakers out at the barrier reef and  it is all very, very beautifu l. It occurs 

to me that I’ve seen this beauty many times since I’ve been here in Hawai’i, but at this 

moment everything has awakened  into painful vibrancy. The coral formations 

scattered  about my feet are dark patches in the green, a living thing I am trodding 

upon. Fish scatter from my probing toes beneath the swells. Behind  me, like a palisade, 

rise the vast rain-forested  walls of the pali, and  the sun shines on everything with a light 

like liquid , and  all these things are the way they have always been, each time I’ve come 

out here, but at this moment they have taken on an importance that troubles me.

I have stopped  here. I don’t know why I chose this spot; the thought comes that 

it has chosen me, but I don’t like those kinds of thoughts, so instead  I look down at the 

water rising right up to my chest. Sunlight burns a pattern into my eyes but I can still 

see my pink body underneath in the swirling sand , my feet tip toeing in the silt to keep 

my balance. My feet look helpless. It strikes me that this will be the last time I see them.

I want to tell myself this is because of Rachel, that what she d id  was more than 

one man can endure, but I look instead  to my skin, appearing so tender and  light in the 

sun, and  I have to be honest with myself and  say it is because I can never be this thing I 

desire. I can never slough off the outer layers sticking to me, that person I was given 

that I loath so much, an identity I never asked  for. It is so weak, and  covered  up with 

shame. Rachel would  tell me, if she were standing here with me, that this is exactly why 

she d id  what she d id , and  that I bring it all upon myself, and  that all those things I can’t 

change are what makes me who I am, and  that the real weakness is not those things 

but the fact that I cannot bring myself to accept them. And here I am, taking the easy 

way out instead  of taking the confrontation. She would  say that I am performing a 

selfish act.

What a strange place to be, I think, and  look back to the shoreline. Nobody is 
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there, something I first was grateful about, but now feel a tugging remorse and  I realize 

it is because I do wish for someone to be witness to this act. I want someone to see me 

and  know the terrible thing I am doing and  to weep openly for me. I want that person 

to be Rachel. I want her to see my body in the sea, d rifting across the stones and  sand , 

and  to fall to her knees in grief.

It is a selfish thing. Now I understand. They call it selfish because what you really 

want, why you really want to d ie, is not to take control of your own situation, not to 

spare others from future suffering, but to stick it to the people who stuck it to you; to 

perform a final and  irredeemable act and  have them know the depths of their cruelty 

toward  you and  to finally know the pain you have gone through. It is a selfish act. But, I 

think, do I have to right to my selfishness? Aren’t I entitled  to some selfishness, as well? 

Others don’t seem to have any compuctions against acting selfishly, no limitations on 

themselves that would  keep them from telling me I can never be what I yearn to be, or 

to force me to witness an act of self-degredation designed  to repulse me? How am I 

supposed  to remain virtuous and  selfless when I am surrounded  by an ocean of people 

who pile it upon me? 

Maybe suicide is really the ultimate act of hate. A way of showing those who 

have aligned  themselves against you that you would  rather d ie than have to live with 

the results of their actions. That you would  rather physically destroy your body than 

take one more minute of the abuse and  viciousness they have to offer; you are the 

victor in the battle at last, and  they are left with nothing but remorse and  a stained  soul.

The hot waves lap at my chest. I smell brine. My leg is washed  against a coral 

rock and  scraped . My arms sway beneath the water to keep my balance against each 

wave and  against the flows of the tide against me. I look down at them through the 

skin of the water and  see my wrists and  the scars there.

The first time I attempted  suicide I was seventeen. Back then I d idn’t know what 

I was doing, or why I was doing it, only that I wanted  to do something to my body and  

that to do so would  make life simpler. I wanted  to cut away the problems in my life, to 

minimize them, and  I saw my body as the conduit for those problems, and  so I went 

into the school bathroom during lunch and  opened  my swiss army knife and  I started  

cutting. The first few slices were just scratches, just the knife edge running lightly over 

my skin, and  I felt my blood  quicken and  I became light-headed , and  I thought about 

what I was doing and  where I was, and  I looked  around  the fluorescent-lit bathroom at 

the urinals and  the sinks and  the garbage can and  I pushed  even harder on the knife 

and  it bit through the skin and  blood  welled  up over my arms and  I stopped  thinking 

about it and  just ran the knife along my arm to my wrist. The blood  was vivid ly red . I 
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did  it again, along the same arm, and  then took the knife into my other hand  and  it was 

weak and  I could  barely grip  the knife and  I d id  the same to my other arm, and  the 

room started  blackening at the edges and  I felt a hum through my body and  I could  see 

points of light in my vision, and  then I was on the floor with my cheek against the cold  

tile, and  I could  hear voices and  my body was pulled  to one side and  people talked  at 

me through the void . 

I stayed  in the hospital for only two days, long enough to get my blood  up 

again, and  my mother came and  stayed  both days, sleeping in a chair or on a couch in 

the waiting room. I couldn’t look her in the eyes, and  when she hugged  me I hated  that 

I d idn’t finish because I couldn’t stand  to have to live now before her like this. My 

father never came to see me, and  neither d id  my girlfriend . My friends d idn’t call.

I think of this as the waves roll over me. I d idn’t know then why I was doing this 

thing, but it seems clearer to me now, like a simple decision. It is the only way to get 

around  having to live with myself.

And now I am standing in the water off the North Shore. This place, she said , 

was a safe place for people in old  Hawai’i, a stretch of the northernmost part of the 

island  where those who had  committed  greivous offenses, breaking kapu, could  come 

and  be absolved . This is the water that would  absolve them. The water is warm and  

clear and  protected  from the thundering waves that come in out of the northern Pacific 

by a barrier reef. The reef is only marked  by a line of white, the spraying surf like 

d istant explosions against unseen stones. 

I am exactly where I should  be. This is the sea, this is a coral reef, and  I am now 

among the stones and  the fish and  I am wrapped  in many layers, but these are layers I 

encased  around  myself and  now they will fall away from me and  leave me exposed . 

This is who I really am, and  this is where I have to be at this moment. My life has come 

to this. There is no more time to think about the things that have brought me to here. I 

d ip  my head  below the surface.
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WILD HORSES

A measure of a man’s worth is his hands. I always say that, and  I believe it. I 

make a living with my hands. I come home from work and  my hands are blackened  

and  stink of tar. Sometimes I notice Lisa looking at them. She sees the black under my 

fingernails, my skin scrubbed  pink with Lava soap. She sees the creases on my palms 

that are always dark no matter how many times I clean them, and  I wonder how she 

sees them. I wonder if she sees them as I see them. A man’s hands are a measure of 

himself. 

It is with these hands that I p ick her up from her chair. We are in the bathroom 

and  her chair is backed  into the corner near the toilet. I have systematically helped  her 

undress just like every night. First I take off her shoes and  her socks, and  then I take 

down her pants inch by inch by lifting her onto one side and  pulling, then trying the 

other side. She complains while I do this but I don’t listen to her, because I know she 

wants to take a bath. It’s the only thing she can feel sometimes, and  it is steaming and  

bubbly and  waiting for her. Her pants take work to come off, but I finally slide them 

free and  set them on the floor next to her socks and  shoes. I let her take off her shirt 

and  bra herself. She can still do this. When she is totally undressed , she wraps her arms 

around my shoulders and  I lift her up.. I can feel my muscles tighten under her fingers. 

She rests her face against my neck and  holds me tightly. I crad le her legs in my arms 

and  I carry her across the cool bathroom floor to the bathtub. Her breath on my neck is 

w arm.

And tonight, like each night, I pull in a metal fold ing chair from the d ining room, 

unfold  it, and  sit there with her. The fan hums overhead  and  when she moves, the 

room echoes with splashing. She sits upright and  lathers herself and  scrubs her own 

legs. 

These are the times when I wish I was smart, I admit. I sit there and  watch her 

bathe and  we talk, but not about much of anything. I have only her and  my job on the 

road  crew, and  I know she wants more, but I don’t know what else to talk about. She 

sighs and  sinks down until the water touches her chin. Her hair is pulled  up around her 
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head , out of the water, but some of it falls away and  hangs down getting wet. There 

was a time I would  have found this sexy.

“Can you feel it tonight?” I ask.

“No, not really.” She reaches down and  runs her fingers along her thigh to her 

knee. “Sometimes I think I’m just imagining it.”

I know I ask her this almost every day. I am waiting for her to become angry 

with me for it. She never does. I hope one day when I ask she’ll say she does feel 

something, maybe warmth from the water, or maybe a slight tingle where her 

fingertips touch the skin of her legs. I can see the scars on her body, along her arms, her 

sides and  her legs. Especially her legs. They seem magnified  under the water. I look 

away from her down to the floor.

“You don’t have to sit with me if you don’t want to, Allen,” she says. 

“I want to,” I lie. I don’t add  that I can’t trust her anymore to be alone in the 

bath, and  that I can’t bear to leave the house for work every day because I am afraid  of 

what she will do to herself while I’m gone. I hate her for this. Nothing is the same as it 

was. 

“How was work?” she asks. 

“We’re at a new site now, out on 2398. I don’t know why we bother with it. 

Nobody drives that road  and  it’s a waste of time to patch it.”

She quietly nods at this, and  I wonder if she is picturing driving down a dark, 

p itted  road . I regret saying anything about it, and  I struggle for a new topic of 

conversation, but there is nothing to talk about. This makes me feel even farther away 

from her and  at this moment I feel like I am caged , unable to leave her. 

She sits without speaking for a few minutes, her fingers splayed  out on her legs. 

The steam fades from the bathroom mirror. When she is ready to get out I lay a towel 

on the edge of the tub and  bend  over to lift her out onto the edge. I wrap the towel 

around  her. Water d rips from her body onto mine as I carry her to her chair and  set her 

in it. She towels herself down while I d rain the bathtub water.

“I think you need  to get out of the house a little more,” I say.

She stops to look at me.

“All this sitting around  can’t be very good  for you.”

“What would  you know?” she asks, under her breath, and  continues drying 

herself off.

“I know you aren’t happy here, sitting around  the house all day. You have 

wheels on that thing. You could  go somewhere, do something.”

“Oh, really. Like what?”
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“Well, you could  start going to group. I don’t know why you totally ignored  

such good  advice. I can drive you there on my way to work.”

“Just take me to bed ,” she says.

“Go shopping around  downtown, maybe.” I say. I stand  up from the bathtub’s 

edge and  take the towel from her.

“I don’t want to go down there.”

I turn her chair around  and  take her out of the bathroom down the hall to our 

room. I want to say more, want to shake her or command her to go. I think I would  

like to make her cry, get in a shouting match with her, because maybe then she would  

feel something else. She would  get angry and  that would  make her want to do 

something. I have tried  everything. I help  her out of the wheelchair and  into bed  and  

she pulls herself onto her side to look at me.

“Are you coming to bed?”

“No,” I say. “Not for a while.”

She looks up at the ceiling. Her eyes are still and  I notice a wetness to them. She 

closes them and  then says, “Could  you get the light?”

“Okay,” I say, and  switch off the lamp. Light from the hall cuts a line across the 

room and  the bed . Lisa puts her hands over her eyes. I close the door as I leave.

In the hallway is a place where there once was a step, a single little hiccup in the 

foundation. We would  often trip  upon it when we first moved  into the house and  

hadn’t grown familiar with its shape. The hall is long and featureless, its walls blank. 

Here we hung many of Lisa’s photos, trying to ease the monotony of the hall, and  

make it a p lace of our own. After Lisa’s accident, I built a long ramp to smooth the 

descent of the single step. It was a simple hollow ramp made of planking I painted  the 

same russet color as the surrounding carpet. Her wheels hum as she rolls down its 

length, the hum like a single tone from a deep wooden instrument. 

Most of the framed photos along the hall are of Lisa’s parents, gone since before 

I met her, the pictures taken during family events or special occasions. Some are of her 

brother who lives in the south. It is sad  to me how few people she knows, how few 

people are in her life. I stop sometimes and  look at these photos. I see the looks on the 

faces of these people and  I know she is alone without me. There is no one to come to 

her during the day, to watch over her while I work, to help  me drive her to the places 

she needs to be or to do the things she needs to do. There is nobody to help  me make 

sure she doesn’t hurt herself again.  

To cheer her up, I bought her a painting to hang in this hall. It showed several 
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horses, dappled  white and  brown and very wild-looking, racing across a windy plain 

under a red-streaked  sky. The illustration is nice, the horses drawn well down to the 

hairs of their manes. Lisa loves them, and  had  always longed  to ride one, and  I thought 

the painting would  make her happy. I find  her staring at it sometimes, pausing in the 

hall with her hands poised  on her wheels, studying the horses, the detail of the muscles 

and  the way their hair courses back as they run. 

I find  myself hating her chair. It has become a focus of our lives. I often feel its 

presence, as if another person were in the room with us. At night I will lay in bed  and  it 

is there in the darkness, not far from the bed , stray light from the window catching on 

its metal framework. The seat and  backrest are black and  fade into the rest of the room. 

My wife is an L2 - L4 Para, or so her primary specialist and  her physical therapist 

call her. Last fall, soon before Lisa was released  for home, we sat in her specialist’s main 

office surrounded  by books, charts and  cut-away views of the human body. She pulled  

out a chart to lay before us. It was the human spinal cord . Each of the four sections 

were colored  and  given a d ifferent letter. She showed us where the nerves connect, and  

told  us that the farther down the spinal cord  injury, the more body function remained . 

She pointed  to two wide, thick d iscs in the Lumbar area, and  she told  us this is where 

the nerves for the leg muscles attached  and  that it was unlikely to see leg function 

return with such a degree of damage. Lisa would  also have less bowel and  bladder 

control, and  a loss of sexual feeling. Lisa sat quietly and  I got the impression she had  

been told  this already because she d id  not cry, d id  not move. I kept looking at her and  

looking back at the chart and  I suddenly felt very fragile, even in my strong body. 

Lisa’s body looked  strong and  yet inside it something had  been changed  deeply and  

could  not be fixed .

Sometimes while she sleeps I can see her eyes moving and  I know she is 

dreaming. I wonder if she is dreaming of her accident. I wonder if she is picturing it as 

she must have seen it, breaking through the windshield  and  rolling out into the dark of 

the night. Or I wonder if she sees it as if from an outside viewpoint. I wonder if she sees 

the things that happened  to her body. I know the facts. I read  them in the police report. 

She refused  to read  the report, but I know she remembers the event very clearly and  

sometimes I can see the memory of it in her expression. It will be there some nights, 

even as we are talking about something else, while she watches out the window as I 

d rive, or at times when she is sitting quietly in the aisles as I buy groceries. I see her 

hands clench while she sleeps, gripping a remembered  steering wheel.

When I p icture the accident I am always to the side, even though I have tried  to 

imagine how it must have been from her perspective, her own eyes, at the moment it 
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happened . When I picture it, I am very still as if standing beside the road , and  even 

though it is dark I can still see her body as if there is light falling upon it. I see the car 

falling forward  into the pothole and  jarring to a stop, and  I see her breaking through 

the windshield  with her hands out before her, sliced  by the shattering glass. I see her 

clothes tearing first and  then her skin as she hits the pavement and  I see her body 

become contorted  and  tumble that way. Even though it is a long d istance she continues 

to slide, my perspective stays with her until she comes to a stop in the weeds and  the 

car steams behind  her. She doesn’t move and  the night becomes very quiet and  empty. 

She cries out from the pain of it and  there is nobody to hear. Nobody comes along that 

road  for a very long time.

In the night, she will awaken and  need  me. She will shake me and  I have to rouse 

myself and  help her out of bed . I sit her upright and  she waits while I angle the chair 

beside the bed  so she can slide onto it. Her arms are becoming stronger and  firmer with 

this constant effort. She will push herself up on her arms and  shift her weight off the 

bed  onto the chair. I have to hold  it so it does not roll from a stray movement. I tell her 

I can simply carry her to the bathroom, but she tells me she has to get used  to doing 

this whole process. Her nurse suggested  a bedpan but she refused . 

Instead , she rolls into the bathroom and  I hear her in there knocking around . She 

has to lift herself from the chair onto the toilet using the steel arms on either side. I 

usually lay in bed  and  listen to this and  drowse, my body flat on the bed , my legs 

hanging from the side. After a few minutes she will call me and I will come in and  help 

her up.

Tonight I come in and  she looks at me. I see a redness in her eyes that wasn’t 

there when she left the bedroom. She sits leaning forward  on the toilet and  she looks 

up at me as I come in. Her look stops me at the door.

“What’s wrong?”

She doesn’t respond  at first, but instead  looks at me intently, then looks down at 

her hands. They rest motionless in her lap, curled  inward  and balled  lightly in fists. Her 

legs are straight before her and  one is turned  sideways. They have the illusion of life 

but they strike me at this moment as the legs of a corpse.

“Do you ever want to leave me?” she asks. It’s not a question I ever imagined  

she would  ask, but now that she has I realize I have already considered  the answer. The 

moment is long before I reply. She continues looking down at her hands. I look at her 

wrists. The scars there are now only light pink welts.

“Never, Lisa,” I say, and  I kneel down in front of her and  she keeps her gaze 
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affixed  on her hands. I wonder if she, too, is looking at her wrists. I had  to take all our 

household  cleansers, medicines and  razor blades and  store them on the highest shelf in 

a closet in the hallway, on doctor’s orders. I don’t like to think about this and  we never 

talk about it any more.

“Don’t you ever get tired  of this? Don’t you get tired  of having to take care of 

me all the time? It can’t be much fun for you.”

I p lace my hand  on her knee. Once, this would  have been an intimate gesture. 

Now she simply looks at it so I remove it. “We are tackling this together. We’re good  

together. That’s why I married  you.”

She says, “Do you ever want to be with someone else?”

“Like who?”

“I don’t know who. Anyone. Someone who can... appreciate you.”

“You don’t appreciate me?”

“I mean someone who can pleasure you.”

“No. I enjoy being with you.”

She remains still, unshifting. Her gaze remains steady on her hands. In a quiet 

voice, she says, “You should  leave me.”

I make a quick sound that is supposed  to be a laugh, as if this is crazy talk and  

the idea is preposterous. Instead , it sounds nervous and  I wonder if she can read  my 

deepest thoughts, that I have entertained  leaving her already, and  sometimes dream it 

while I sleep. I d ream of getting a new job, somewhere away from Wyoming, and  

meeting someone who can do easy, normal things like walking with me in the early 

evening.

“I’m not going to leave you. I love you, Lisa. Let me clean you up and  take you 

back to bed .”

She relents and  we do this together. She holds herself up, fingers gripping the 

steel rails and  I clean her up. This time I pick her up myself and  carry her to the bed . I 

return for the chair and  roll it into the bedroom and  leave it in its spot, the same place it 

always sits as we sleep, watching and  waiting for us through the night. I turn off the 

light and  slide under the covers. Lisa rolls onto her side and  rests her head  on my 

shoulder. I am surprised  at this. She hasn’t wanted  to sleep this way in a long time. It 

feels awkward  to her. Tonight I welcome it and  I lift her head  to put my arm around  

her shoulder.

In the late afternoon it rains. I am out at the site with my other crew members, 

repaving state road  2398, a straight line cutting through open range. All I can see out 
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here are the road  and  the remnants of a sagging and  fallen barbed  wire fence running 

beside it. There is nothing else to ind icate anyone ever comes out here or ever has. The 

shower is brief, a summer shower, the sun never shadowed, the kind  that brings 

rainbows. After it is over I stand  in the drenched  air and  watch north for any sign of 

traffic. It is quiet out here normally, the only sound  the wind  in the weeds, but today 

we have brought the noise with us. The resurfacer churns behind  me and  it is very loud  

so I must wear earplugs, even though my job is to hold  a sign that reads “Stop” on one 

side and  “Slow” on the other and  to watch for traffic.

My boots are wet from stand ing in the grass. I look down at them. The toes are 

blackened  with moisture. Beside them are tiny yellow prairie flowers, flu ttering in the 

breeze. Each one is specked  with raindrops that catch the sun. I squat down and  run my 

hand  across them, and  they are so very light I can barely feel them on my palm. I think 

to pick a few when work is over and  bring them back to Lisa for a little surprise. Maybe 

she can put one in her hair. She would  look pretty, with this little spot of color against 

her brown hair. Maybe it would  make her feel beautifu l.

As I look up, I notice movement far out in the fields. Coming over a low rise 

very far from me I see a group of loose horses. They are running, looping in great 

circles and  pausing to nuzzle one another. I stand  up and  shield  my eyes against the sun 

to study them. They are unbrid led  and  unaccompanied , and  I wonder at that moment if 

they might be wild . We have a population of wild  horses living in the hills, but I d idn’t 

think they came down this far out of the mountains. These seem unrestrained  in every 

way, and  as I watch they form a group and  play among one another, one galloping far 

out and  turning to saunter back and  toss his head . 

I think of the horses in the painting, the ones that hang in our hall. These are 

colored  d ifferently from the ones in the painting. I think of those as the kind  from the 

covers of Westerns, but these are more of a solid  brown, not dappled  at all. Maybe they 

were once domestic, and  escaped . Maybe they have fled  the fences that kept them 

trapped  and  now they run out here with no limits. It is a very wonderful thought, and  I 

wish that Lisa were here to see them. I start to get excited  and  think how much I will 

enjoy telling her about them when I get home.

Soon they crest another hill and  sink from sight. I am left with the resurfacing 

crew and  the noise. I forget about the flowers near my feet.

As I d rive home I remember the flowers and  wish I had  them. I would  come 

home and  with them in my hand . I would  go to Lisa and  tell her she reminds me of 

those flowers, small and  fragile, but beautifu l. I used  to talk to her in that way when we 

were first dating, and  even though she would  cross her brow and  look at me, she told  
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me she enjoyed  hearing such things from me. Anyone else, she would  say, could  never 

get away with it, but from me even such sugary things sounded  good . Maybe if I had  

remembered  the flowers I could  surprise her with them and  make her happy. 

I come home to find  her on the couch, where I always find  her. I want to come 

home one day and  find  Lisa at her exercises. I want her to have started  without me. Her 

days are long and  I can see something in her eyes, an inner look that I find  d isturbing. I 

wish I knew how to motivate her to do the things she knows she must do. We 

d iscussed  these things at great length, both with her doctor and  with her counselor, 

while she was still going to her counselor, and  they prescribed  exercises she needs to do 

to keep herself in shape. It has been nearly ten months, and  she is far behind .

Today she has thrown herself upon a heap of pillows, pulled  her legs straight 

beside her, and  torn open a bag of chips that rests on the couch before her. Her gaze is 

on a television program when I come in and  it doesn’t shift to me. I stand  in the door 

for a moment and  I forget the flowers and  the horses. I feel an anger coming up inside 

me. I can see she has done nothing today but let herself feel self-pity and  hopelessness 

as I was out working. Even though this is another day of this, I suddenly feel as though 

I just reached  the last day. I walk over and  snatch the bag from her. This gets her to 

look up at me. “What?” she asks, and  there is a tone of sudden irritation in her voice. 

I reply, “Are you trying to give up? Is that what you’re going to do now?”

“What would  you have me do?”

“Anything.”

She sits up. “Well, I can’t very well leave, can I? I can’t just get in the car and  go 

somewhere like I used  to. It’s so easy for you. You just get in the pickup and  you’re off 

just like that, and  you do it every day. Have you ever thought what it is like around  

here without you?”

“You have exercises to do. You need  to be doing them.”

“Fuck the exercises.”

“Have it your way,” I say, and  I toss the bag back to her. Some of the chips fall, 

but I leave it to her to clean them up. I walk up the hall ramp past the painting of the 

horses and  I shut the bedroom door.

After a while I hear some noise from the living room, then I hear her wheels 

rumble up the ramp. Then there is quiet, and  I know she is outside the door listening. I 

am on the bed , my work boots kicked  to the floor. I want to sleep after a long day but I 

am unable to sleep when I have been fighting with Lisa. I turn my head  away from the 

door. She pushes it open and  rolls in. I can hear her breathing hard  from pushing 

herself up the ramp.
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“Allen,” she says, and  when I don’t respond, she comes closer until she is beside 

the bed  and  she nudges me. I look at her. “Allen, don’t be mad at me.”

“I’m not mad  at you,” I say.

“How was work?”

“It was the same.” I do not tell her about the horses. I want to keep them from 

her, maybe as a sort of punishment. I feel sick. “It was hot.”

“Can I lay with you?”

“Of course,” I say. I sit up and  I help  her into the bed , and  she lays on her side. I 

lay behind  her and  put my arm over her. I can only see the back of her neck. There is a 

little pulse there, just under the skin, very light. I lean over and  kiss it.

I am good  at this, acting forgiving of her and  being tender even as I long to 

scream at her. Sometimes hold ing the anger inside is like a little victory, although I 

don’t know what I’m fighting. I’m never proud  of myself, and  it is killing my feelings 

for her.

In the darkness in our room she is a warmth in bed  with me. I can hear her 

breathing near me. Her breath sounds regular, like she is sleeping, but I know she is 

awake. I turn and  look at her and  even though it is dark, I can see her eyes are open 

and  they are on me. I roll onto my side so we are face to face. I reach out and  touch her 

cheek with my hand  and  feel the curve of her jaw under my palm. It feels delicate, my 

hand  rough and  too large. My fingers touch her hair behind  her ear and  I smile. She 

remains motionless. I lean in to kiss her, and  her lips are firm and  part little for me. I can 

hear her breath quicken and  her eyes close. There is a moment when she seems to 

hesitate a little, but then she kisses me back. I am reminded  of kisses as they were when 

we were first married , full of passion and  need . She lifts her hand  and  places it on my 

side. I move my lips away from hers, kissing along her chin and  neck. She moans 

quietly.

We haven’t made love in over a month. Lisa doesn’t desire to any more, and  I 

don’t like to push her. But tonight, encouraged  by her soft sounds of p leasure, I kiss 

farther down her body, and  then I roll onto her. She places both hands on my hips. I go 

back to kiss her lips. I run a hand  down her breasts and  her stomach. When I reach her 

thigh she stops breathing for a moment. I feel a sudden change within her, a hesitation. 

Then she is kissing me again and  moving her legs open with her own hands, so I move 

in between them. Everything feels just as it was before. This is the old  Lisa, fu ll of 

energy and  life and  abandon. She stops kissing me and  puts her hands around  my back 

and  breathes softly. I am in her and  loving her and  she is loving me.

Her chair is a dark shape in the room, sitting off to one side of the bed , empty 
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and  cold  in the night air. I lie on her, our bodies touching. She is warm and  real. Her 

stomach feels flushed  with heat, like she has been out in the sun. She breathes softly in 

my ear and  runs her fingers up my torso and  across my shoulders. 

I begin to notice there is no shift in her voice. Each breath is soft and  deliberate. I 

stop moving and  look down at her. She has rolled  her head  partially to the side and  I 

can see her eyes are open even in this darkness. I continue to hold  myself up for a 

moment and  I watch her. She doesn’t move. She is looking at nothing. 

“Do you want me to stop?” I ask. She shakes her head  very slightly against the 

pillow, but is quiet.

“But you aren’t -”

“Keep going. I want you to continue.” She moves her hands down my back and  

places them on my waist, and  she tries to pull at me. “I want you to get p leasure from 

me.”

“Stop,” I say. I pull away from her. She lets go of me and  turns her head  away. I 

roll onto my side and  stay there and  we are silent for a long time. I want to speak, but 

in the quiet, dark room it seems my voice would  now be very loud  and  would  scare 

her, and  she would  think I was angry. Instead , I hold  out my hand  and  touch her 

stomach. I can feel her breathing very regularly. She is not crying, the silent weeping I 

know she does on so many nights. She doesn’t respond  to my hand , but I hear her 

sniff. I want to hold  her and  let her know it is okay that she cannot get p leasure from 

me any longer, but I don’t know if I believe this is okay, so I say nothing and  soon I fall 

asleep with my hand  touching her.

When I awake, it is several hours later and  almost dawn. The house is dark. I 

switch on the bedside lamp. Lisa is still sleeping. I watch her for a while. She is sleeping 

motionless and  she looks untroubled . I want to talk to her now, but I don’t want to 

d isturb her when she is at peace, because it is so rare for her. I climb gently out of bed  

ande turn out the light. I go out to the backyard  to the overhang where I keep my 

workbench and  tools. I turn on the porch light. It is a warm night and  alive with insects. 

Above my workbench I have posted  pictures of motorcycles, engines, and  cars I’ve 

torn from magazines, two sketches of the ramp I built for Lisa, and  a laminated  poem 

she wrote for me in the days before we got married . In the center is a clipping from a 

catalogue we picked  up a couple of months ago at her physical therapist’s office. It 

shows a red  and  gray electric wheelchair, with a high, form-fitting van seat and  front 

and  rear casters. This is the chair I am saving up to buy for Lisa: an XTerra GT, 7.5 miles 

per hour top speed , a 25 mile or greater battery range, and  a deep turning rad ius. It will 
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move so much easier and  faster than the fold ing hospital-style chair she has now, and  I 

want it to make her feel like she can move again. I don’t want her trapped  by her own 

body. Maybe with it she could  be the woman I knew before. We could  go back to 

normal. I am hoping it will free her. I need  it to free her. 

I sit down in a plastic lawn chair that rests near the screen. She is sleeping in there 

behind  me, beyond  those walls, and  I start to think of how I saw her in the doctor’s 

office the day they told  me about her condition. I looked  at her and  thought she looked  

broken. She is laying in the darkness behind  me, broken. I lift my hands and  look at 

them. They have been scrubbed  so they are soft, but the grit remains in the creases and  

cannot be removed  so easily. They are always stained . A man’s hands are a measure of 

himself, I think. It is something I have always said  and  I realize now how true it is. 

When I first brought Lisa home from the hospital I was happy to have her alive, 

and  I promised  myself that I would  be everything to her. I would  protect her and  assist 

her, and  I felt happy to do so because she was my wife. I don’t remember how or when 

things changed , but at this moment I feel a surge of shame. I have failed  her. I have 

been thinking only of myself and  my freedom. 

I look back at the picture of the wheelchair, the paper flu ttering lightly in the 

night breeze, and  I realize I had  forgotten, in my anger at find ing Lisa inactive, to tell 

her about the wild  horses. But I think I will do more than tell her.

I wake Lisa while the dark is fad ing, and  the sky is a deep blue. She has lost 

control over the night, so I take her gingerly into the bathroom and  I help  her clean 

herself. She is quiet the whole time except to apologize once to me for putting me in 

this position. I do not answer her. I don’t answer her because I am thinking it isn’t so 

bad  a thing to do, to take care of someone that you love; that at the moments when 

they are feeling most helpless and  most low your help  is a selfless thing. I think these 

things and  I feel proud. 

As I said  before, I am not a smart man, and  do not pretend  to be. My measure is 

in my hands, and  this morning my hands are patient and  gentle with my wife. When I 

am done, we pick out something for her to wear. It is then that she starts to wonder 

what is going on, why the change to our usual morning ritual.

“Are we going somewhere?” she asks.

I tug at her pant leg while she holds the wasitband, pulling it all the way up. I 

only say, “You’ll see.”

“Why the mystery, Allen?”

I wheel her out to my pickup just as the sun has come over the horizon and  it is 
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so low still that everything is bathed  in an orange light. I help  her into my pickup, fold  

the chair and  put it in the bed , and  I d rive her through town past the supermarket and  

past the therapist’s office, and  then even past the hospital where she spent the first few 

months after her accident. The build ings thin at the outskirts of town and  then there are 

no build ings. It is bare and  empty out here, only a horizon, like being at sea. These 

roads are treacherous, so desolate and  empty. They are pitted  and  cracked , and  very 

old  in places. On some roads the potholes sink deeper and  deeper until they become 

sinkholes, craters in the road , and  in the dark of night they come upon drivers suddenly 

and  there is no time to react.

Some of our equipment is still in place when I arrive. It is still early morning, 

dewy and  warm. It is a weekend  and  our crew will not be out here today. The gravel 

truck and  steamroller are parked  along the angled  d itch, cool and  quiet. Lisa sees the 

road  equipment and  asks what we are doing at this p lace. I pull over and  get out of the 

truck.

I pause as I come around  the back of the truck and  I look out across the fields. I 

see only grass, and  occasionally a d istant stand  of trees, but I see no sign of the horses. 

There is only the earth and  the sky. For a while I stand  this way, and  Lisa sits inside the 

truck, and  eventually she rolls down the window.

“Allen?”

I don’t why I expected  to see them. I hoped  to see them, the horses, as I saw 

them yesterday. Maybe coming back to the fields where they played  and  ran in the 

afternoon. Maybe to see some sign that they were there and  would  return. Now I see 

nothing at all, and  it is as if their absence is stronger than their presence. I whisper to 

them to come back, hoping to see them come over the rise, hoping to see one at least, 

maybe a stray or a loner who would  run in the morning air. 

But there is nothing. There is nothing, as a smart man would  have known. I 

continue to watch for another minute, my hand  on my brow to shade the light blue of 

the sky.

At last, Lisa shifts in her seat, opens the door and  turns so she can lean out the 

door. “Allen, what is this? What are you doing?”

“I wanted ...” I start to speak, but suddenly find  all my words not worth saying. I 

look over at her. She is braced  against the frame of the door and  leaning out, the wind  

catching her brown hair and  blowing it in her face. She tucks it back with her left hand .

“Wanted  what, hon? What are we doing out here?”

I look once more out at the fields and  then I walk around  to the passenger’s side 

door. Lisa looks up at me, her left hand  now hold ing down her billowing sundress. Her 
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dead  legs hang off the seat. I can see the scars where she has cut at them in anger and  

desperation.

“Do you trust me?” I ask her. She crosses her brow at me the way she used  to 

when I would  say something corny. Maybe what I said  was a little corny, but I mean it 

now and  say it earnestly.

“Of course,” she says.

I turn around , crouch and  reach behind  me to grab her legs. “Put your arms 

around me,” I say, and  she does. I stand  and  hold  her legs in my hands. She holds my 

neck very tightly and  I start to run. Lisa shouts at me to stop, fearing I might fall or I 

might d rop her, but I grip  her beautifu l legs and  run faster. I run through the weeds in 

the d itch and  then across the fallen and  neglected  barbed  wire fence into the open field  

on the other side. I run there in the morning sun and  I am her legs. Lisa holds onto me 

tighter and  tighter and  after a while I hear her begin to laugh and  shout, and  we are 

both laughing.  
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